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Abstract
Early moral psychologists identified the moral domain with a class of actions that
negatively impacted the wellbeing of others or violated their rights. However,
anthropological work suggested that this view failed to capture the full extent of the
moral domain, which can include victimless actions (e.g., food taboos), especially among
socially conservative or non-Western individuals. Which kinds of acts are included in the
moral domain? Along which dimensions do the acts differ from one another?
Paper 1 utilizes a data-driven approach to mapping the moral domain, revealing a
simple two-factor structure that captures variance in moral judgments across individuals,
as well as reliable cross-voxel pattern information within individual brains. The
remaining papers investigate judgments of agents who perform “harmful” acts (e.g.,
assault) versus “impure” acts (e.g., incest), which are each representative of the separate
factors discovered in Paper 1. In Paper 2, we see an asymmetry in people’s causal
attributions for the actions of harmful versus impure agents: impure acts are judged as
more internally generated, and less due to the situation, compared to harmful acts. This
asymmetry is due to differences in abnormality, a key dimension along which the moral
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domain may be organized. Paper 3 probes agent evaluations: how are harmful and impure
agents expected to act in other contexts? People expect harmful agents to be harmful but
not impure. In contrast, people expect impure agents to be both impure and harmful. This
effect is connected to a model of the moral domain with a conceptual “core” of dyadic
harm, surrounded by a periphery of victimless moral violations. Together, this work
highlights a simple structure in the moral domain that can explain moral judgments,
causal attributions, action predictions, as well as patterns of activity in the cortex.
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Dissertation Introduction
Earlier this year, two men were accused of committing grave moral violations,

and sentenced to death. They were taken blindfolded to the top of the highest building in
town, and thrown seven stories back to the ground. One man died on impact, and the
other survived the fall, only to be subsequently stoned to death by the gathered crowd.
The men had been accused of being homosexual, and members of the Islamic State (ISIS)
carried out their punishments. Many see the actions of the ISIS members as morally
reprehensible – they killed the men because of their harmless sexual preferences. Others
may feel that homosexuality is itself morally wrong, and deserving of punishment.
Suppose you find both “unwarranted killing” and “sexual deviance” to be morally wrong
– are they in the wrong for the same reasons? Why do you think they did what they did?
How do their actions speak to their underlying character?
The present work suggests that these two violations lie on opposite sides of a
moral spectrum. On one side are acts that directly and negatively impact others’ welfare;
on the other side are acts that deviate from both normal and normative behavior, without
necessarily hurting others (Paper 1). Harmful acts are often seen as products of situational
forces, while impure or deviant acts (e.g. wishing to harm oneself; Chakroff, Dungan, &
Young, 2013; Rottman, Kelemen, & Young, 2014) are seen as primarily caused by the
agent himself (Paper 2; Chakroff & Young, 2015). Finally, people’s judgments of the
agents themselves also differ across the moral domain: harmful agents are seen as likely
to be harmful in other contexts, while judge impure or deviant agents are seen as likely to
be impure and also harmful in other contexts (Paper 3). Before discussing these findings
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in more detail, I offer a brief review of literature describing the structure of the moral
domain.
The moral domain: the external boundaries.
Suppose you were to climb into a device that, at the push of a button, teleported
you to a random place in space and time in human history. Chances are that, wherever
you end up, there are actions you could perform that would elicit condemnation and
punishment from any humans you encounter. What would these actions be?
Research from cultural anthropology and psychology suggests that some
behaviors are universally deplorable (Brown, 1991; Schwartz & Bilsky, 1990; Shweder,
Much, Mahapatra, & Park, 1997). Some of the earliest examples of writing, etched into
stone over four thousand years ago, were codes of conduct forbidding behaviors such as
murder and robbery. People agree that it is wrong to physically harm another person
(innocent ingroup members in particular), or to misappropriate resources, through theft or
deception, for example. These behaviors seem to negatively affect a groups’ cooperative
capacity. Stabbing is very different than tax evasion, but both actions are detrimental to
cooperative endeavors. In a sense, these behaviors all violate the fabled “golden rule” of
doing unto others as you would have them do unto you. People have an aversion to
committing physically harmful acts (Cushman, Gray, Gaffey, & Mendes, 2012), and may
be physically disgusted at acts that violate a sense of fairness and equality (Cannon,
Schnall, & White, 2011; Chapman, Kim, Susskind, & Anderson, 2009). Human infants
and nonhuman primates are spontaneously altruistic, and are sensitive to violations of
fairness, suggesting that these aspects of our moral sense are evolutionarily old (Hamann,
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Warneken, Greenberg, & Tomasello, 2011; Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2007; Hamlin,
Wynn, Bloom, & Mahajan, 2011; Proctor, Williamson, De Waal, & Brosnan, 2013).
As you climb out of your teleporter, you make a note to avoid physically harming
the locals and stealing their resources (whether those resources are berries or jetpacks).
What else can be done to stay virtuous in the eyes of the humans you meet? One thing is
certain, you will not be able to fit in and avoid making social faux pas, at least at first.
Social conventions, from dress to language, are culturally variable, and sometimes
arbitrary. There is support for a distinction to be made between moral versus
conventional violations (Huebner, Lee, & Hauser, 2010; Smetana, 1993; Turiel, 1979,
1983), but it is not clear which features determine inclusion in the moral domain. Some
theorists have suggested that quintessentially moral violations involve a victim who has
been harmed, or whose rights have been infringed upon (Gray, Schein, & Ward, 2014;
Kelley et al., 2007; Turiel, 1979, 1983). However, people often condemn “victimless”
acts, such as washing a toilet with the national flag, to be morally wrong as well
(Chakroff et al., 2013; Haidt, Koller, & Dias, 1993; Haidt, 2001). While judgments of
victimless violations may be justified by appealing to more abstract harms and victims
(e.g., it harms society), mounting work suggests that the initial moral judgments are not
driven by harm concerns (Guttierrez & Giner-Sorolla, 2007; Haidt, 2001; Wheatley &
Haidt, 2005).
Such victimless violations may vary by culture as well. Hindus and Muslims
disagree about which foods are wrong to eat. It is a moral violation for an adult woman to
show her hair in public for Muslims and Orthodox Jews, but the act is merely a
conventional violation for Hindus, and no violation at all for Christians (apart from nuns
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and the Amish). Buddhist monks must keep their heads shaved, as a sign of purity, while
devout Sikh men must never cut their hair, as a sign of purity (but are obligated to carry a
comb). Homosexuality is seen as a moral violation in much of rural America and the
Middle East, but is accepted in much of urban America and Europe. While these moral
norms are culturally variable, they are not entirely arbitrary. From a broader perspective,
there seems to be agreement about the kinds of acts included in the moral domain (e.g.,
concerning food, personal hygiene, sex), even if norms differ in specific content.
The moral domain: the internal structure.
Are there different kinds of moral violations – and if so, what are they? The
answer depends on the features used to judge similarities between different moral
violations. A useful categorization scheme will fall between two equally useless
extremes: one where all violations constitute a single kind, and another where each
individual violation constitutes its own kind (e.g., stabbing Grandma with a Bic pen is
different, in kind, than stabbing her with a Pilot pen). These extreme models are the
bookends for a hierarchy of potential relationships between moral violations. A more
useful level of the hierarchy may include the pen attacks in a larger category of
“stabbing,” an even larger category of “physical harm,” or an even larger and more
abstract category of “harm“ (e.g., physical harm, mental harm, and resource depletion).
Multiple categorization schemes of moral violations have been proposed in recent
years. Shweder and colleagues (1997) interviewed forty-seven residents of Orissa, India
(most of the priestly Brahman caste), asking them to discuss thirty-nine moral violations
chosen by the researchers “on the basis of ethnographic knowledge” of life in Orissa
(Shweder et al., 1997, pg. 130). For each violation, transcript segments were analyzed for
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the presence of sixteen moral themes (e.g., tradition, biological order, justice, harm,
purity, truthfulness) that were generated “through inductive and iterative reading and
classification of transcript contents, first generating a set of categories sufficient to
exhaustively catalog the content of the transcripts at a meaningful level of discrimination,
and then combining categories where this seemed conceptually justifiable” (Shweder et
al., 1997, pg. 137). Cluster analyses were performed on moral themes, across violations,
to arriving at three moral themes that varied in endorsement across violations: autonomy
(e.g., harm and unfairness), community (e.g., disrespect), and “divinity” (e.g., physical
and spiritual defilement) (see also Rozin, Lowery, Imada, & Haidt; 1999).
Haidt and Joseph (2004) created a different structure of moral violations using a
self-described “meta empirical” method: the authors read two articles (Schwartz &
Bilsky, 1990; Shweder et al., 1997) and three books (Brown, 1991; Fiske, 1991; De
Waal, 1996) that mention actions that could potentially be considered morally wrong by
all humans. “We began by simply listing the major kinds of social situations these five
authors said people (or chimpanzees) react to with a clear evaluation as positive or
negative. We then tallied the number of ‘votes’ each item got, that is, the number of
authors, out of five, who referred to it directly” (Haidt & Joseph, 2004, pg. 58). The
resulting violations mentioned in all five works were intuitively split into four categories
by the authors: suffering, hierarchy, reciprocity, and purity.
Haidt and Graham included a fifth category of “ingroup loyalty” when developing
the Moral Foundations Questionnaire (MFQ; Haidt & Graham, 2007; Graham et al.,
2011). The scale measures explicit endorsement of the moral relevance of factors such as
“Whether or not someone suffered emotionally” (harm) and “Whether or not someone
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showed a lack of respect for authority” (authority), as well as agreement with moral
statements, such as “It can never be right to kill a human being” (harm) and “respect for
authority is something all children need to learn” (authority). The MFQ was designed
with five moral categories in mind, and confirmatory factor analyses based on 34,476
participants supported a five-factor structure (Graham et al., 2011).
Moral Foundations Theory has been criticized on theoretical grounds (Gray et al.,
2014; Suhler & Churchland; 2011). However, the present critique focuses on its
usefulness in simply providing a descriptive account of the moral domain. The MFQ has
been used to demonstrate that, both within and across cultures, stronger social
conservatism predicts a stronger condemnation of three kinds of moral violations:
disrespect, group disloyalty, and impurity. In contrast, stronger liberalism predicts a
stronger condemnation of violations of harm and fairness in particular (Fig. 1; Graham &
Haidt, 2007, Graham, Haidt, & Nosek, 2009; Graham et al., 2011). These two larger
clusters of moral kinds have been labeled “individualizing” (harm / fairness) and
“binding” (ingroup / authority / purity; Graham et al., 2009).
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Figure 1. Judgments of the moral relevance of the five moral kinds from MFT, plotted
across the political spectrum. Reproduced from Haidt, 2007.
The five moral kinds pull apart into the same two clusters when comparing
healthy individuals to those scoring high in psychopathic traits. For participants recruited
both online (Glenn et al., 2009) and in prison (Aharoni, Antonenko, & Kiehl, 2011),
stronger psychopathic tendencies predict less condemnation of violations of harm and
fairness, but show little to no relationship with ingroup, authority, or purity judgments.
Finally, cognitive load has been shown to reduce condemnation of ingroup, authority, and
purity violations, but not harm and fairness violations (Wright & Baril, 2011), again
demonstrating dissociation between the two larger categories.
Although Graham et al. (2011) found support for their five-factor model of moral
violations with confirmatory factor analysis, the usefulness of the MFQ seems to be
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driven by individual differences in endorsement of the larger categories of
“individualizing” versus “binding” moral issues, rather than different signatures of
endorsement between all five moral kinds (see Fig. 1). Are five moral kinds required in
order to explain individual differences in moral judgment, given variance in political
orientation and psychopathology? Exploratory factor analyses in Graham et al. (2011)
found that variance in the MFQ was best explained by a two-factor solution that mapped
onto the larger categories of “individualizing” and “binding” moral issues.
In sum, although there is growing consensus that the moral domain concerns more
than harm and rights violations, there is less agreement about the best way to carve up the
moral domain into subcategories or kinds. This lack of agreement may result from the
methods used to generate the competing models, which often amounted to researchers
intuitively grouping a set of moral violations that they themselves generated. While these
models have been useful in explaining individual differences in moral opinions,
particularly along the political spectrum (Graham et al., 2009), they seem to gain their
explanatory power, not from their fine-grained conceptual divisions (for example,
between disloyalty to one’s group versus disrespect for authority), but from a larger
simple structure.
Judgments across the moral domain.
Although moral foundations theory may not provide the best descriptive account
of the moral domain, it has benefitted the field of moral psychology through the
generation of novel research programs. Researchers who agree that “morality is about
more than harm and fairness” (Haidt, 2007) have investigated how judgments of immoral
acts and agents differ depending on the particular kind of immoral act committed. The
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majority of this work, ours included, has focused on actions that either directly harm
others, versus acts that are disgusting and impure. Notably, harmful and impure acts are
representative of the “individualizing” and “binding” clusters of violations, respectively.
When judging harmful acts as morally wrong, the intentions of the agent matter:
intent makes the difference between murder and manslaughter (Cushman, Young, &
Hauser, 2006). However, compared to harm, moral judgments to impure acts tend to be
less affected by intention information (Chakroff et al., 2013; Russell & Giner-Sorolla,
2011a; Young & Saxe, 2011) or the reasons and external circumstances leading to the act
(Piazza, Russell, & Sousa, 2013; Russell & Giner-Sorolla, 2011b, 2011c). By contrast,
judgments of harm are more sensitive to the circumstances surrounding the act, the
reasons for causing harm, and the intentions of the harmful agent. Thus, the mere
presence of harm, or someone suffering, may be insufficient to evoke condemnation
(Rule, Nesdale, & McAra, 1974; Turiel, 1979, 1983).
Rather than causing suffering, impure actions involve physical and/or spiritual
defilement (Haidt & Joseph, 2004; Horberg, Oveis, Keltner, & Cohen, 2009; Rottman et
al., 2014; Rozin, Haidt, & McCauley, 1999; Russell & Giner-Sorolla, 2013). Adaptive
accounts suggest that norms against impure action help to minimize exposure to
pathogens (Graham et al., 2011; Kurzban & Leary, 2001; Schaller & Park, 2011). If a
person is contaminated, then information about that person’s intentions, reasons, and
circumstances may be less relevant to the judgment of that person as someone who needs
to be avoided (Young & Saxe, 2011). Finally, a person who performs an impure act may
sometimes be judged as having a worse moral character (e.g., “He is sick and twisted”)
than a person who performs a harmful act (Chakroff et al., 2013; Uhlman & Zhu, 2014).
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This result may be due to impure acts’ being judged as weirder than harmful acts
(Uhlmann & Zhu, 2014). Unusual actions may afford inferences about the actor’s core
values and character more so than expected or typical behaviors, insofar as weird actions
are rich in “informational value” (Ditto & Jemmott, 1989; Nelson, 2005).
Actions that are typically considered “harmful” and “impure” may also differ
along other dimensions relevant to moral judgment. Harmful actions typically feature a
dyadic relationship where one agent negatively impacts or victimizes another (Gray et al.,
2014). Conversely, impure actions deviate from harmful acts not only by containing core
disgust elicitors (e.g., body secretions; Royzman, Leeman, & Sabini, 2008), but also by
typically involving an agent defiling his or her own self. Agents who harm or defile
themselves are often judged as having worse character than agents who act upon others
(Chakroff et al., 2013), and may be seen as more weird as well (Chakroff & Young, 2015
/ Paper 2). Thus, moral violations may differ based on both the type of action performed
(e.g., harmful versus defiling) and the target of the action (e.g., another versus oneself),
and each dimension may contribute independently to the effects on moral character.
In sum, moral judgments (both of the act and of the agent’s character) differ
depending on the kind of action performed: harmful versus impure. Importantly, many of
the above effects are not driven by overall differences in moral wrongness, and appear
even with socially liberal participants. Thus, it is not the case that what appear to be
differences between different kinds of violations are in fact differences resulting from a
comparison of moral violations to morally neutral acts (as seen by the participants).
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The Present Work.
In Paper 1, we aimed to characterize the moral domain with a data-driven
approach. In Study 1, we asked a cross-cultural sample of participants to list unique
moral violations. An independent sample of participants delivered moral judgments of
these violations. A principal components analysis on these judgments revealed a twocomponent solution that explained the correlational structure among violations. The first
component captured violations that were normatively deviant, and were associated with
harsh judgments by participants who are strongly socially conservative. The second
component captured violations that were generally harmful, and were judged harshly by
participants who are low in psychopathy. In Study 2, we scanned participants with fMRI
while they viewed violations from Study 1. We searched for the representational structure
of moral violations that was most reliably encoded across individual brains. We
discovered a reliable set of voxels, localized primarily in mPFC, and found that the
representational structure reflected there was also strongly predictive of the above
correlational structure derived from cross-participant moral judgments above. These
results suggest that a simple structure in the moral domain can explain moral judgments
across individuals, as well as reliable patterns of activity within individual brains. The
remaining papers investigate judgments of agents who perform “harmful” acts (e.g.,
assault) versus “impure” acts (e.g., incest), which are each representative of the separate
factors discovered here.
In Paper 2, we examine people’s causal attributions for norm violations, assessing
whether an act is best explained by person-based versus situation-based accounts. Prior
work has shown that impure acts are linked to harsh person-based evaluations of moral
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character (Chakroff et al., 2013; Uhlmann & Zhu, 2014). We predicted that impure acts
would be linked to person-based causal attributions as well. Across four studies, we
indeed find evidence for an attribution asymmetry: people endorse more person-based
attributions for impure versus harmful acts. This attribution asymmetry is partly
explained by the abnormality of impure versus harmful acts, but not by differences in the
moral wrongness or the statistical frequency of these acts. These results suggest that
impure acts are associated not only with person-based moral judgments, but with personbased causal attributions as well.
Finally, in Paper 3, we investigate a consequence of person-based evaluations:
how are immoral agents expected to behave? Five studies examined how participants’
predictions of agents’ behavior are influenced by information about agents’ past immoral
or deviant behavior, specifically, whether agents performed harmful versus impure acts.
Participants’ judgments reflected two independent influences: action consistency and a
predicted behavior asymmetry. First, participants expected agents to act consistently in
other contexts (i.e., harmful agents were expected to be harmful in other ways). More
interestingly, impure agents were judged as likely to be both impure and harmful. In
contrast, harmful agents were predicted to be harmful, but not impure. We show that this
expected behavior asymmetry cannot be accounted for by differences in the perceived
wrongness or weirdness of the action, and remains robust across two subdomains of
impure actions: sexually deviant acts and non-sexual disgusting acts. Perhaps most
strikingly, we find that agents who commit one kind of impure act (e.g., sexual deviance)
are judged as likely to be harmful, as well as impure – but only impure in the particular
subdomain of impurity as before. Put concretely, a person who has sex with a sibling is
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seen as likely to intentionally cut someone with a knife, and likely to have sex with
someone of the same gender, but is not seen as likely to eat dog meat. Thus, impure
agents are not seen as “globally deviant,” that is, capable of anything. Instead, they are
seen as likely to act consistently, and also as likely to be harmful. These results suggest
that, to the extent that people judge an impure agent’s actions as morally wrong, they
expect the agent to act in “prototypically” immoral ways, which tend to be harmful acts
(Gray et al., 2014; Greene et al., 2004; Turiel, 1983).
Taken together, the results from these papers suggest that there is a structure in
the moral domain – there are features of actions that influence our judgments in
systematic ways, and allow us to distinguish dimensions of morality, if not discrete kinds
of moral violations. Certain acts are closely aligned with the original restricted moral
domain of harm and rights violations. These acts can be seen as easily fitting a cognitive
template of an agent negatively impacting a patient. Other acts (normative deviance;
personal defilement) are judged as wrong despite having little direct negative impact on
others. These actions are seen as internally caused by the agent, informative about their
moral character, and informative about their expected behavior (according to observers).
The dimensions that separate these two kinds of immoral action explain variance in moral
judgments across healthy individuals and those with psychopathology, causal
attributions, action predictions, as well as patterns of activity in the cortex.
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Mapping the Moral Domain From The Ground Up

Prior work suggests that there is a cognitive organizational structure of violations
within the moral domain (e.g., different kinds of violations). But there is little agreement
about what this structure looks like. We aimed to characterize the moral domain with a
data-driven approach. First, we asked a cross-cultural sample of participants to list
different kinds of moral violations (Study 1a). An independent sample of participants
delivered moral judgments of these violations. A principal components analysis on these
judgments revealed a two-component solution that explained the correlational structure
among violations (Study 1b). The first component captured violations that were harmless
but normatively deviant, while the second component captured violations that were
generally harmful (Study 1c). Finally, in an fMRI study, we searched for the
representational structure of moral violations that was most reliably encoded across
individual brains, and found that this structure was also strongly predictive of the above
correlational structure derived from cross-participant moral judgments (Study 2). This
finding was then fully replicated in a separate cohort of participants viewing a separate
sample of violations. Taken together, these results suggest that a simple structure in the
moral domain can explain moral judgments across individuals, as well as reliable patterns
of activity within individual brains.

This paper is coauthored with Joshua Greene.
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Introduction
Are there different kinds of moral violations? Along which dimensions do the

kinds differ from one another? For many decades, psychologists associated the moral
domain with a class of actions that negatively impacted the wellbeing of others and/or
violated their rights (Smetana, 1993; Turiel, 1983). However, anthropological work
revealed that this early view failed to capture the full extent of the moral domain, which
can also include acts that were previously viewed as mere “conventional” violations
(Shweder, Much, Mahapatra, & Park, 1997). For example, acts with no clear victim (e.g.,
eating taboo foods) are often judged as immoral, especially by socially conservative or
non-Western individuals (Chakroff, Dungan, & Young, 2013; Haidt, Koller, & Dias,
1993; Haidt, 2007; Graham, Haidt, & Nosek, 2009; Graham et al., 2011; Haidt, 2007;
Shweder et al., 1997). The present research utilizes a data-driven approach to mapping
the moral domain, revealing a simple two-factor structure that captures variance in moral
judgments across individuals, as well as reliable cross-voxel pattern information within
individual brains.
The Structure of the Moral Domain.
Social scientists have proposed multiple categorization schemes of moral
violations in recent years. The Community Authority Divinity (CAD) model suggested
that people are differentially sensitive to three kinds of moral issues, those concerning
Community affairs, individual Autonomy, and Divinity, violations of which elicit
affective responses of contempt, anger, and disgust, respectively (Rozin, Lowery, Imada,
& Haidt; 1999; Shweder et al, 1997). Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) expanded on
CAD, positing that people are sensitive to five kinds of moral issues, each of which is
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grounded in a distinct evolved moral system (Haidt & Joseph, 2004; Graham et al.,
2011). The Model of Moral Motives distinguished between prescriptions and
proscriptions towards behaviors directed towards oneself, others, or one’s group (Janoffbulman & Carnes, 2013). Finally, the Harm Hypothesis harkened back to earlier models
of morality, suggesting that the moral domain is organized around a unitary, essential
core of harmful acts (Gray, Schein, & Ward, 2014; Gray & Keeney, in press). Here, we
highlight MFT, a model of the moral domain that has generated the majority of empirical
research explaining variation in moral judgments.
In the genesis of MFT, Haidt and Joseph (2004) used a self-described “meta
empirical” approach, reading two articles and three books1 that discuss social values,
motives, or evaluations seen in varying degrees across cultures and among nonhuman
primates. The authors listed “major kinds of social situations these five authors said
people (or chimpanzees) react to with a clear evaluation as positive or negative” (Haidt &
Joseph, 2004, pg. 58), concluding that there were four “major kinds” of moral issues:
harm, unfairness, disrespect of authority, and impurity2. MFT was later revised to include
five and then six major kinds of moral issues (Graham et al., 2011; Graham et al., 2013;
Haidt & Graham, 2007; Haidt, 2012). We focus on the five-kind model, which has been
used in the majority of work drawing on MFT.
Support for MFT comes from research demonstrating that more socially social
conservative individuals are more sensitive to a subset of the five moral kinds: disrespect,
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1
Schwartz & Bilsky, 1990; Shweder et al., 1997; Brown, 1991; Fiske, 1991; De Waal,
1996.
2
MFT researchers have used varying labels for the moral foundations across
publications. Here we label with respect to the kind of action that would qualify as a
“violation” of each moral foundation.
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disloyalty, and impurity. In contrast, liberals are especially sensitive to harmfulness and
unfairness, reminiscent of the restricted moral domain described by Turiel (1979, 1983).
These two broader moral kinds have been labeled “individualizing” (harm / unfairness)
and “binding” (disrespect / disloyalty / impurity; Graham et al., 2011). The purported five
moral kinds pull apart into the same two clusters when comparing healthy individuals to
those scoring high in psychopathic traits. For participants recruited both online (Glenn et
al., 2009) and in prison (Aharoni, Antonenko, & Kiehl, 2011), stronger psychopathic
traits predict less condemnation of violations of “individualizing” violations, but show
little to no relationship with violations of “binding” violations. Cognitive load has been
shown to reduce condemnation of violations regarding “binding”, but not
“individualizing” violations (Wright & Baril, 2011). Finally, Haidt, Graham, and Joseph
(2009) searched for clusters of individuals based on their valuations of the five kinds, and
arrived at a four cluster solution that reflected the cells in a 2 X 2 design: participants
were either sensitive or insensitive to either “individualizing” or “binding” violations.
Discrimination between the coarse divisions of “individualizing” versus “binding”
moral kinds cannot be taken as support for a more complex five-factor structure. Are five
moral kinds required in order to explain individual differences in moral judgment, given
variance in political orientation and psychopathology? The Moral Foundations
Questionnaire (MFQ), which was designed with five subscales in mind, is best described
by a five-factor structure based on confirmatory factor analysis (Graham et al., 2011).
However, exploratory factor analyses revealed that variance in the MFQ was explained
by only two components that were “interpretable”, and that mapped onto the larger
categories of “individualizing” and “binding” moral issues (Graham et al., 2011).
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Confirmatory analyses alone cannot validate a set of theoretical constructs (e.g.,

distinct kinds of moral violations). Instead, they may be used in the latter stages of scale
development, to verify that the intended structure of a scale is reflected in actual
responses (e.g., subscales). We do not doubt that the MFQ reliably separates into five
subscales, as per its design. The critical question is whether this finding supports the five
moral kinds posited in MFT. Validating a scale with confirmatory analyses need not be
taken as evidence that the set of constructs it aims to measure are in any sense
fundamental. For example, Huebner and colleagues (2010) collected moral judgments of
violations that they catalogued in eight types (vehicle assault, physical assault, child
assault, sexual assault, inducing illness, recklessness, property violations, and playground
violations), and found that a confirmatory 8-factor model fit the data better than
alternatives (Huebner, Lee, & Hauser, 2010). Despite this clean model fit, few theorists
would claim that “vehicle assault” or “playground violations” are in any sense
fundamental moral kinds, or use this type of result as evidence for such a claim. As with
the MFQ (Graham et al., 2011), this result simply indicates that the sets of violations that
were designed to hang together indeed do. An open question is whether the specific
taxonomy of violations supported by any model (e.g., five kinds in MFT vs. eight kinds
in Huebner et al., 2010) best explains variation in an exploratory analysis on moral
judgments of an unbiased sample of violations.
The Present Research.
We aimed to characterize the moral domain with a data-driven approach. In Study
1, we aimed to discover a model of the moral domain that could explain variance in
moral judgments across participants. We first asked a cross-cultural sample of
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participants to create a list of unique moral violations (Study 1a). We then collected
independent moral judgments of these violations, and performed a principal components
analysis (PCA) to discover the primary dimensions along which the violations were
organized, resulting in a two principal component (PC) solution (Study 1c). The first PC
captured violations that were “improper” and normatively deviant (e.g., wearing skimpy
clothing), while the second PC captured violations that were “immoral” and generally
harmful (e.g., murder). Regarding individual differences in predictive validity, moral
judgments of PC1 violations were predicted by right-wing-authoritarianism, while moral
judgments of PC2 acts were negatively predicted by psychopathy (Study 1c).
In Study 2, we scanned participants while they delivered moral judgments for a
subset of violations used in Study 1. We performed a representational similarity
searchlight to reveal how violations were organized with respect to local patterns of
activity across the cortex. We then searched for the representational structure of
violations that was most reliably encoded across individual brains, and found that this
representational structure was strongly correlated with the representational structure
derived from cross-participant moral judgments acquired in Study 1. This finding was
then replicated in a separate cohort of participants, viewing a separate set of violations.

Study 1a. Sampling The Moral Domain
The majority of research in moral psychology has utilized moral content (e.g.,
violations, dilemmas, virtues) generated by the researchers themselves. While researchergenerated content has proven valuable in addressing many questions within moral
psychology, we suggest that researcher-generated moral content is undesirable when used
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to characterize the extent and structure of the moral domain. Researchers have their own
priors about the extent and structure of the moral domain. Regarding the extent of the
moral domain, researchers may unintentionally limit the kinds of acts that “count” as
immoral – drawing a hard line between overtly harmful or unfair acts and mere violations
of convention, for example (e.g., Turiel, 1983). Regarding the structure of the moral
domain, researchers may impose an artificial structure on the moral domain based on
their prior theories. For example, and as noted above, the MFQ was designed to measure
individual differences in sensitivity to five discrete moral kinds of acts (e.g., five
subscales). Confirmatory factor analyses in Graham et al. (2011) found that variance in
the MFQ was well explained by a five-factor model, with a root-mean-square error of
approximation (RMSEA) of .046 (values under .06 are indicative of “good” fits by
convention; e.g., Hu & Bentler, 1999; Steiger, 2007). However, a two-factor model also
described the data well (RMSEA = .054). Moreover, an exploratory factor analysis of the
same data revealed only two “interpretable” factors in the MFQ (Graham et al., 2011).
Nevertheless, by divorcing the generation of moral content from its analysis, researchers
can avoid biased interpretations of their data.
We aimed to collect a sample of acts that are considered immoral by others. We
used online recruitment methods to collect from a broad sample of participants, and
requested that participants provide as many different kinds of violations as possible.
While this sampling procedure was limited to certain participants who accessed our
online survey during a small time period, we feel it is superior to procedures where we
generated our own moral violations in order to characterize the extent and structure of the
moral domain.
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Methods.
Participants. We recruited 240 participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk
(www.mturk.com), and paid each person $0.10. Participants were fluent English
speakers, but recruited without location-based restrictions.
Procedure. Participants could preview the entire task (e.g., the HIT) before
agreeing to participate. Participants were asked to list as many different moral
transgressions as they could imagine (at least five)3. Participants then indicated their
gender, country of residence, and political orientation on a Likert Scale with anchors
“Strongly Liberal” (1) to “Strongly Conservative” (7).
Results.
Demographics. Demographic data were not collected for 44 participants. The
remaining 196 participants (53% male) hailed primarily from North American and India,
as is typical with Amazon Mechanical Turk samples. Participants were politically near
the midpoint of the scale on average (M = 3.7; SD = 1.45). However, each of the seven
scale points was chosen by at least ten participants, indicating a wide spread of political
orientation. Participants listed 6.0 moral violations on average, and 1,440 in total.
Participant responses were combined with a list of 53 moral violations used in previous
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
3"Full$instructions:"We are collecting a database of moral transgressions and
wrongdoings from around the world. In the space below, please list as many moral
transgressions as you can think of. Because we are interested in creating a
comprehensive database of moral transgressions, it would be useful for you to list as
many different kinds of moral transgressions as you can. There are no right or wrong
answers to this survey. We are interested in behaviors that you consider to be morally
wrong, according to your own moral values. Please be specific. We request that you
write a sentence for each item describing an immoral action that someone might perform.
Please list at least 5 moral transgressions below, one per text field."
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research (e.g., Eating your dead dog; F. Gino, personal communication), resulting in
1,493 responses in total.
Data reduction. Many of the responses we received were redundant, or irrelevant
to the present research by not referring to a specific violation. We aimed to remove
redundant and irrelevant responses while maintaining maximum breadth and
heterogeneity of the remaining responses. Responses were considered redundant if they
were identical (e.g., the word “murder”), or if one response was fully contained within
another (e.g., “murder” and “murdering your spouse”), in which case the longer response
was retained. We removed 262 responses during this step.
Responses were coded as irrelevant if they were morally positive (e.g., “Being
generous”), if they did not refer to a specific act (e.g., “evil”, “villtainy”), or if they were
otherwise unusable (e.g., “Thanks for making me think to this topic”). We removed 213
responses during this step.
Responses were then edited for spelling, and changed into a gerund form to
introduce grammatical consistency (e.g., “children sexual abuse” became “Sexually
abusing a child”). The researchers took some license in rewording responses, thus
creating new sets of responses that now had identical wording. For example, “Cheating
people out of their money – fraud,” and “Cheating others” were considered redundant
with the response “Cheating someone out of their money,” and only the latter response
was retained. 378 responses were removed during this step, resulting in a stimulus set of
640 moral violations. Responses were coded as too abstract if concrete actions associated
with the moral violation were unclear (e.g., “acting for selfish reasons”). We removed 90
responses during this step. Of the remaining 550 responses, 360 were randomly chosen
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for further investigation. We will refer to these responses as “violations” as shorthand for
“seen as a moral violation by someone,” while acknowledging that many of the
“violations” are not universally seen as immoral. The full set of violations at each stage
of data reduction (from 1,493 to 360) is available at http://goo.gl/0g3BrG.

Study 1b. Discovering Structure Among Violations
In Study 1a, a broad sample of participants generated a set of unique violations.
How do these violations relate to one another? We assume that judgments of some
violations will be highly correlated across participants, which suggest that, in the context
of moral judgment, these violations reflect an underlying construct (e.g., “harm”). The
aim of Study 1b was to explore the structure among the violations generated in Study 1,
given correlations among violations based on moral judgments.
Methods.
Participants. We recruited 500 participants (211 female; Mage 32.7) via Amazon
Mechanical Turk, and paid each $0.26. Participants were fluent English speakers, but
were recruited in a sample unconstrained by location, as in Study 1a.
Procedure. Each participant viewed 90 moral violations, randomly selected from
the full set of 360 violations. For each violation, participants rated how morally wrong
each violation was, on a Likert scale with anchors “Not at all Wrong” (1) to “Absolutely
Wrong” (7).
Results.
We entered moral judgment data into a principal components analysis (PCA) with
Varimax rotation. The analysis produced 14 PCs with significant eigenvalues based on
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Horn’s Parallel Analysis4, but after inspection of the incremental variance explained by
each PC, only the first two were retained for further analysis (see Fig. 2).
The first and second principal components (PCs) explained 22% and 8% of the
incremental variance in moral judgments, respectively. Figure 3 displays the correlational
structure across all 360 moral violations, sorted by the magnitude of each violation’s
coefficient for PC1. This visualization reveals a graded similarity structure, with two
peaks corresponding to violations that loaded highly onto either PC1 (upper left) or PC2
(lower right). Table 1 lists the 15 violations loading most strongly onto PC1 and PC2,
sorted by PC1 coefficient magnitude. The full set of 360 violations, reported with
coefficients from the first 14 PCs, are is available at http://goo.gl/cyAiXK.

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
4
Significant eigenvalues were greater than the maximum eigenvalues resulting from
1000 Monte Carlo permutations, performing PCA on the moral judgment data with
violation labels shuffled across participants.
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Figure 2. Scree plot of incremental variance explained in moral judgment data by each
PC. The first two PCs, prior to the cut point, were retained for further analyses.

Figure 3. A. Correlations among 360 violations based on moral judgment. Violations are
sorted by PC1 coefficient magnitude from large (e.g., gay sex; upper left) to small (e.g.,
murder; lower right). B. Correlation matrix fitted with a polynomial surface, highlighting
a saddle shape with two opposing “peaks” of highly inter-correlated violations.
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Violation
Spitting while walking on the road
Drinking in a public place
Not keeping a good relationship with God
Envying someone else's accomplishments
Lying about your religious beliefs
Two unmarried minors having sex
Having sex in a public place
Under reporting your weight on an internet dating site
Having sex with someone of the same gender
Wearing skimpy clothing
Disobeying your parents
Not paying attention in church
Watching pornography online
Creating a nuisance in public
Euthanasia and assisted suicide
Trying to slander someone out of revenge
Allowing institutionalized racism
Giving false witness in court
Lying about a coworker to get them fired
Giving alcohol to a small child
Keeping someone as a sex slave
Psychologically manipulating people for your own ends
Breaking into someone's house and stealing their property
Conning an old man out of his savings
Murdering someone in a fit of rage
Beating your spouse
Killing someone out of prejudice
Molesting a child
Murdering your spouse
Working as a suicide bomber

PC1
0.83
0.83
0.81
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.79
0.79
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.77
0.77
0.76
0.16
0.08
0.06
0.01
0.01
0.00
-0.06
-0.11
-0.11
-0.13
-0.14
-0.24
-0.31
-0.33
-0.37

Table 1. Violations with strongest coefficient magnitudes on either PC.
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PC2
-0.02
-0.05
-0.01
-0.15
-0.02
-0.06
0.03
-0.27
-0.14
-0.11
0.07
-0.20
-0.04
-0.03
0.03
0.54
0.52
0.54
0.55
0.56
0.60
0.55
0.60
0.61
0.52
0.53
0.54
0.58
0.62
0.65
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Study 1c. Interpreting the Structure Among Violations
The organizational scheme suggested by the PCA in Study 1b is reminiscent of
the broad moral domains of “individualizing” and “binding” suggested by Moral
Foundations Theory, and is consistent with other exploratory approaches to organizing
moral stimuli (Graham et al., 2011; Huebner et al., 2010). To further explore the structure
of the moral domain, we adopted two complementary approaches: item-based and
person-based.
The item-based approach was to find the best independent predictors of single
violation coefficients on the PCs. We tested for predictive effects in judgments of
immorality (3 items, α = .91), and poor moral character (3 items, α = .75; e.g., Chakroff
et al., 2013; Tannenbaum, Uhlmann, & Diermeier, 2011). We also collected single item
appraisals of how angering, disgusting, weird the violation is, as well as how “improper
but not necessarily wrong” the violation is.
The person-based approach was to find measures that best predicted individual
differences in moral judgments of items that loaded highly onto either PC. Prior work
investigating MFT suggested that individual differences in psychopathy predicted
endorsement of “individualizing” values (Aharoni et al., 2011), while individual
differences in social conservatism predicted endorsement of “binding” values. Thus, our
primary individual predictors of interest were psychopathy, as well as social
conservatism, operationalized as right-wing authoritarianism (RWA; Altemeyer, 1988).
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Methods.
Participants. We recruited participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk for the
item-based study (n = 418; 134 female; Mage 32.4) and the person-based study (n = 104;
34 female; Mage 33.5), and paid each person $.30. Participants were fluent English
speakers, and hailed primarily from North America and India, as in the above studies.
Procedure. For the item study, each participant viewed 90 violations, randomly
selected from the set of 178 violations used in Study 4. For each violation, participants
completed one of ten measures: three measures of immorality of the violation (α = .91),
three measures of poor moral character of the agent (α = .75; e.g., Chakroff et al., 2013;
Tannenbaum, Uhlmann, & Diermeier, 2011), single appraisals of how angering,
disgusting, or weird the violation is, or how “improper but not necessarily wrong” the
violation is.
For the person-based study, each participant viewed 30 moral violations (as
shown in Table 1), half of which loaded highly on either PC1 or PC2. Participants judged
how morally wrong each violation was on a Likert scale from “Not at all Wrong” (1) to
“Absolutely Wrong” (7). Participants then completed the RWA Scale (Altemeyer, 1988;
Zakrisson, 2005) and the Self-Report Psychopathy III Scale (Williams, Paulhus, & Hare,
2007), each presented in blocks, with block order counterbalanced across participants.
Results.
Item-based Study. Correlations were computed between violation coefficients on
PC1, PC2, and every other measure. PC1 coefficients were most positively predicted by
“how improper” (r(178) = .24, p = .001), and PC2 coefficients were most positively
predicted by “how immoral” (r(178) = .72, p < .001). Although the full “improper”
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measure asked participants to judge “how improper but not wrong” each act was,
participants may have still judged immoral acts to be improper as well. Thus, subtracting
“immoral” judgments from “improper“ judgments provides the cleanest measurement of
the “improper” construct. We found PC1 was especially well predicted by the difference
score between “how improper” minus “how immoral” (r(178) = .74, p < .001).
Person-based Study. Responses were averaged to form composite moral judgment
measures of violations that loaded highly onto PC1 (α = .95) and PC2 (α = .96). We used
participant scores of RWA (α = .84) and psychopathy (α = .93) to predict moral
judgments, in separate linear regressions for PC1 and PC2 composites. Both regressions
were significant (F ≥ 14.5, p < .001), with 50.5% and 22.5% of variance explained in
PC1 and PC2 judgments, respectively. Harsher moral judgments of PC1 violations were
strongly predicted by right-wing attitudes (β = .71, p < .001), but not psychopathy (β =
.05, p = .48). Conversely, harsher moral judgments of PC2 violations were strongly
predicted by (lack of) psychopathy (β = -.47, p < .001), but not right-wing attitudes (β =
.01, p =.89).
Discussion.
The Item-based study indicated that PC1 item coefficients were best predicted by
the difference score between an act’s “improperness” minus its “immorality.” Thus, PC1
seems to capture acts that are not universally judged as wrong, but nonetheless still
deviate from norms in some manner. In contrast, item coefficients on PC2 were best
predicted by judgments of immorality. The Person-based study revealed that right-wing,
authoritarian participants delivered harsher moral judgments of acts with large PC1
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coefficients, while participants who were low in psychopathy delivered harsher
judgments of acts with large PC2 coefficients.
Notably, the PCA conducted in Study 1b resulted in two negatively correlated sets
of item coefficients (r(360) = -.72, p < .001), and corresponding participant scores with
zero correlation, by design. Similarly, we find that the best predictors of item coefficients
are negatively correlated, but the best predictors of individual differences are
uncorrelated. An item that is judged as very immoral is less likely to be judged as
“immoral but not wrong”. However, participants may be more or less socially
conservative, and more or less psychopathic - yet these dimensions are orthogonal with
respect to moral judgments of the present sample of violations.
The present pattern of results is consistent with a broad organizing principle in the
moral domain. Some violations are not universally condemned (PC1). They may be
judged as permissible, especially among left-leaning individuals, who would instead
consider the acts as mere violations of convention. This class of violations often includes
acts that are considered obscene or disgusting, but may still be relatively unconstrained
regarding the specific content of the violation. In contrast, some violations are seen as
immoral by all but the psychopathic. This class of violations seems to refer to a specific
kind of act – a moral agent reducing an unwilling patient’s welfare in some manner. This
pattern of results is consistent with the moral/conventional distinction (Huebner et al.,
2010; Smetana, 1993; Turiel, 1979, 1983), qualified by the recognition that many
individuals and cultures view “conventional” violations as just as wrong as “moral” ones
(Rozin et al., 1999; Shweder et al., 1997). Our results are also consistent with the
“individualizing” and “binding” groupings of the five “moral foundations” (Graham et
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al., 2011). However, in Study 1b, we found no evidence of a more fine-grained
distinction between subclasses of violations, distinguishing harmful acts (e.g., murder)
from unfair acts (e.g., cheating on taxes), for example. Instead, we find that physically
harmful and unfair acts both load onto the same PC, which might be better interpreted as
covering acts that negatively impact others’ welfare. Likewise, we find no evidence for a
distinction between subclasses corresponding with separate “binding” violations. Acts
that might be considered “disrespectful” or “impure” both loaded onto the same PC.

Study 2. Discovering Representational Similarity Among Violations
Study 1 revealed two broad clusters of violations as reflected in patterns of moral
judgments across individuals. However, such an analysis cannot reveal the
representational structure of the moral domain within individual minds. It could be the
case that variance explained across individuals is not reflected in variance explained
within individuals. By analogy, consider that, although cultures can be categorized as
“individualist” or “collectivist,” it may not be the case that individual members of these
cultures are aware of this distinction, or use it to structure their representations of
different cultures. Like other theorists (Graham et al., 2011; Haidt, 2012), we expected
that the structure of the moral domain would be reflected not only in cross-participant
variation, but represented within individual minds as well.
In Study 2, we used fMRI to investigate how individuals represent violations.
We analyzed patterns of activity across the cortex when participants judged different
violations, and searched for brain areas displaying representational profiles (similarity
structures among violations) that are consistent across participants. We then compared
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the brain-based representational profile to the similarity structure derived from moral
judgments in Study 1. These analyses were performed for a single cohort of 18
participants, and then replicated in a second cohort of 20 individuals who viewed a
different subset of moral violations. Although we expected to find reliable representations
of moral content in brain regions implicated in moral and social cognitive processing,
such as the temporoparietal junction (TPJ), precuneus (PC) and medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC) (for reviews, see Chakroff & Young, in press; Greene, 2014), we conducted the
present analyses with minimal a priori spatial constraints, searching within grey matter,
and masking out the occipital lobe, which we expected to contain reliable representations
of moral violations based on low level visual properties alone. Critically, we also
controlled for trial-by-trial participant responses (moral judgments), as well as reaction
times (RTs), to ally concerns that any brain-based representational profile we discovered
in fact reflected general affective response, or task difficulty, rather than higher-level
moral construal.
Methods.
Participants. Cohort 1 included 18 participants (11 female; Mage = 23.6), while
cohort 2 included 20 participants (12 female; Mage = 21.6). All participants were right
handed native English speakers, with normal or corrected to normal vision, and no
history of psychiatric or neurological problems. Participants were paid $60 for their time.
Notably, when recruiting participants for the replication cohort, special efforts were made
to recruit participants who were politically conservative.
Stimulus materials and task procedures. Participants were scanned as they
performed a moral judgment task. Participants viewed 100 brief sentences, presented 4
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times each, in a fully randomized order. Participants in Cohort 1 viewed 90 violations
generated in Study 1; participants in Cohort 2 viewed 88 different violations from Study
1 (together forming the 178 violations tested in Study 3). The remaining ~10% of stimuli
described acts that were generated in a separate pre-study and judged as morally neutral
(e.g., going for a walk in the park). Each stimulus was presented in white text on a black
screen for 4 seconds and followed by a 10-second fixation period. Participants indicated
how morally wrong they found each stimulus to be, using a button box held in their right
hands and a scale from “Not at all Wrong” (1) to “Extremely Wrong” (5). Participants
were asked to respond while each stimulus remained on the screen.
Data Acquisition. Participants were scanned on a Siemens 3T TimTrio scanner at
the Harvard University Center for Brain Science, using a 32-channel head coil. We
initially acquired a high-resolution, whole-brain structural scan (1 mm isotropic voxel
MPRAGE). Functional images were acquired with an interleaved sequence in 33 axial
slices, parallel to the AC-PC line. Images were acquired using an EPI pulse sequence,
with a TR of 2000 ms, a TE of 30 ms, a flip angle of 85, a FOV of 216 mm, and 3.0 mm
isotropic voxels. Stimuli were generated on an Apple iMac using MATLAB and the
Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997) and projected onto a screen at the head of the
magnet bore, viewed via an angled mirror.
Preprocessing and BOLD estimation. Image preprocessing and analysis used
MATLAB and the SPM8 software package (Friston et al., 1995). The first four volumes
were removed to allow T1 equilibration to occur. Images were motion-corrected within
and across runs, spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
standard anatomical space, and spatially smoothed using a 3 mm full-width half-
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maximum Gaussian kernel. In a general linear model (GLM), the BOLD response to each
stimulus type (e.g., each moral violation) was estimated in a general linear model using a
canonical hemodynamic response function time-locked to stimulus onset. Regressors of
no interest included run transitions, low-frequency linear trends accounting for scanner
drift, as well as participant task responses (i.e., moral judgments) and RTs. All neutral
stimuli were individually modeled as above, but were not included in subsequent
analyses. The resulting beta maps were masked to only include voxels located in grey
matter, while also excluding voxels in the occipital lobe.
Representational Reliability Analysis. This analysis aimed to discover the regions
of cortex that showed a representational profile of moral violations that was reliable
across participants. We performed a searchlight analysis, with the following steps taken
for each voxel in the masked volume: (1) Beta values were extracted from a sphere
surrounding the voxel, with a diameter of 5 voxels, and containing 81 voxels total. (2)
Pearson correlations were computed across stimuli based on voxel patterns within the
sphere, creating a symmetric representational similarity matrix (RSM) across stimuli (i.e.,
violations), which was then associated with the center voxel. (3) We computed the α
coefficient (Cronbach, 1951) of representational profile reliability across participants,
which was then assigned to the center sphere voxel.
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Results.
Representational Reliability Analysis. The resulting α maps of reliable crossparticipant voxels were compared across cohorts. Across the whole brain, voxel
reliability values were correlated across cohorts r(58,661) = .40. Figure 4 displays the
most reliable voxels in each cohort. Notably, we see general cross-cohort overlap in the
mPFC, a region implicated in moral cognition and social cognition more generally (e.g.,
Parkinson et al., 2011).

Figure 4. Voxels exhibiting the most reliable representational profiles across participants.
Displaying most significant 1000 voxels, with voxel cluster size > 50.
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For each cohort, we then computed an average representational profile, weighting

each voxel based on its cross-participants reliability. This analysis proceeded in multiple
steps: (1) We collapsed across participants within each cohort, extracting the average
RSM across participants associated with each voxel. (2) For each voxel (v), we computed
a weight (w(v)) based on that voxel’s associated reliability coefficient (α(v)) as follows:

Put in words: for each voxel, its associated reliability coefficient was squared to further
de-weight unreliable voxels. This squared reliability coefficient was normalized by
dividing it by the sum of all voxel reliability coefficients; resulting in a vector of weights
that summed to 1. (3) In the group average, each RSM was multiplied by its associated
weight w(v), and these weighted RSMs were summed across voxels to create a single
RSM representative of the entire cohort 5.
We performed PCA on the resulting RSMs from each cohort. Scree plot
inspection determined that a single PC solution optimally described the data in both
cohorts. Figure 5 displays these RSMs, sorted by the first PC resulting from this analysis.
Below each RSM is a corresponding fitted polynomial surface. The RSMs from each
cohort are not directly comparable, as they reflect the organization of distinct sets of
moral violations. What is noteworthy is that, unlike the representational profile resulting
from moral judgment data in Study 1, both brain-based representational profiles are welldescribed by a single dimension (compare to the saddle-shaped surface with two “peak”
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
5
It is worth noting that similar results obtain when using the much simpler method of
extracting the average RSA from the 1000 most reliable voxels as displayed in Figure 3.
We aimed to avoid using arbitrary cut points with the weighted average method reported
in the main text.
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clusters of violations in Fig 3). Violations that load highly into the first brain-based PC
have highly correlated patterns of activity across the cortex. The five violations that
loaded most strongly onto the first brain-based PC are reported in Table 2, and include
sexual deviance and other acts that loaded highly onto PC1 in Study 1, at first glance.

Figure 5. Upper row: Violation X Violation correlations based on fMRI representational
profiles. Rows and columns are sorted by the first PC found in the brain data. Lower row:
Correlation matrix fitted with a polynomial surface, highlighting a one-dimensional shape
(from top-left to bottom-right).
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Cohort 1
Always criticizing your country or your workplace.
Forcing children to work for money.
Selling sexual favors for money.
Getting children addicted to smoking.
Having intercourse with an animal.
Cohort 2
Having sex with someone of the same gender.
Allowing great financial inequality to exist.
Hiding the number of previous sexual partners from your spouse
Being indifferent when somebody needs help.
Entering a romantic relationship with your first cousin

Table 2. Violations with strongest coefficient magnitudes on the first brain PC.

Connecting Neural and Behavioral Representational Profiles. What is the
relationship between the representational profile of violations based on patterns of
activity in the cortex, and the correlational structure of violations discovered in Study 1?
We compared violation coefficients on the first PCs based on across-participant moral
judgments (Study 1), and neural patterns of activity. We found a significant relationship
between these coefficient values (Cohort 1, r(90) = .23 p = .03; Cohort 2, r(88) = .45, p <
.001). We also compared the brain-based PC coefficients to the “improper” minus
“immoral” item values collected in Study 1c, and also found significant relationships
(Cohort 1, r(90) = .36 p < .001; Cohort 2, r(88) = .44, p < .001). Figure 6 displays scatter
plots of violations based on z-scored PC coefficients from neural patterns of activity
(Study 2) and moral judgments across individuals (Study 1). Warm colors indicate
violations that were judged more improper than wrong; cool colors indicate violations
that were judged more wrong than improper.
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Figure 6. Violations (dots) plotted by z-scored PCs from neural patterns of activity
(Study 4, x-axis) and moral judgments across individuals (Study 2, y-axis). Dot colors
reflect independent judgments of “how improper” versus “how immoral” each violation
is (Study 3).
Modeling moral judgments and RTs. The above analyses were conducted based
originally on beta maps that were created while controlling for participant task responses
(i.e., moral judgments) and RTs. In order to explicitly search for effects that were related
to these variables, we conducted an additional GLM using task responses and RTs as
regressors of interest. Regressors of no interest included run transitions, low-frequency
linear trends, as well as a single HRF-convolved boxcar regressor capturing all item
onsets and durations. Individual trial responses and RTs were used to vary the magnitude
of two other item onset regressors. As above, identical analyses were performed for each
cohort.
As displayed in Figure 7, results revealed that task responses were associated with
activity in the left postcentral gyrus in the left hemisphere, contralateral to the hand
participants used to make responses. Activity was also found in the right superior parietal
cortex, falling within the “task-positive’ network (Fox et al., 2005). Looking across all
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voxels, betas associated with task responses (absolute scored) were correlated across
cohorts at r = .42. For RT results, a large amount of the volume was found to vary as a
function of RT. Looking across voxels, we found betas associated with RT (absolute
scored) were highly correlated across cohorts at r = .65. Note that Figure 6 displays the
same slices as Figure 4, and we see little overlap between these liberally-thresholded
images within mPFC. Looking across all voxels, we found low correlations between
voxel representational reliability values (Fig 4) and voxel betas (absolute values) based
on task responses (Cohort 1: r = .074; Cohort 2: r = .074) and RTs (Cohort 1: r = -.03;
Cohort 2: r = -.03). This is perhaps unsurprising, given that task responses and RT were
controlled for when estimating the violation beta maps used in the Representational
Reliability Analysis above.

Figure 7. Brain regions showing variable activity as a function of trial task responses or
RT. Images are thresholded at p < .01 uncorrected, k >= 200 voxels. The task response
regions primarily reflect regions with greater activity for judgments of less wrong > more
wrong; the opposite contrast did not produce significant results at this threshold. The RT
maps include regions tracking positively or negatively with RT. Notably, we find little
overlap between these maps and the voxel reliability map displayed in Figure 4.
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Discussion.
How are violations represented in the brain? The question is underspecified, akin
to asking, “what language do humans speak?” - the answer depends on where you look.
We looked in brain regions that displayed a reliable and consistent organization of
violations across individuals. This allowed us to use a data-driven method to distill a
single representational profile of violations from throughout the cortex. One clear
limitation of this method is that reliable neural responses across participants could reflect
any level of representation. In fact, the most reliable representational profiles across
individuals are likely to be lower-level representations with no moral relevance, such as
stimulus luminance. By masking the occipital cortex, and statistically controlling for task
responses and RT, we aimed to avoid mischaracterizing a reliable representational profile
that could be simply explained in terms of visual features, task difficulty, or even moral
wrongness.
How then is the resulting representational profile best interpreted? We find insight
by inspecting the RSMs of violations displayed in Figure 5, and comparing them to the
analogous matrix based on cross-individual moral judgments from Study 1. In Figure 3,
two clear “peaks” of inter-violation correlation emerged, each corresponding with a
different PC and corresponding cluster of correlated violations. In the brain-based RSMs,
only one PC emerged, and seems to explain a single “peak” of inter-violation
correlations: the primarily “improper” violations. It was not the case that all of the
primarily “immoral” violations were correlated with one another. Thus, although these
data supply a brain-based dimension that allows for discrimination between “improper”
versus “immoral” violations, it does not suggest that both “kinds” of violations are
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represented as distinct and internally coherent clusters. Instead, we find that “improper”
violations in particular are associated with similar patterns of activity, which are also
consistent across individual cortices. In contrast, immoral violations are relatively
uncorrelated in the cortex.
General Discussion
What is the structure of the moral domain? The present results suggest that
a simple, two component structure accounts for variation in moral judgments across
individuals, as well as variation in patterns of activity within individual brains. We first
offer a brief review of the present results. In Study 1a, participants generated a list of acts
that they classified as moral violations. In Study 1b, an independent sample of
participants delivered moral judgments on these violations; PCA highlighted two
components that explain variance in moral judgments. Study 1c revealed that PC1 was
associated with acts that were primarily seen as “improper,” and judged as wrong by
people who are highly Right Wing Authoritarian. In contrast, PC2 was associated with
acts that were primarily seen as “immoral,” and judged as especially wrong by people
who were low in psychopathy. Using fMRI in Study 2, we found that the representational
structure discovered in Study 1 was also reflected in patterns of brain activity that were
reliably present in in individual participants.
Alternative Taxonomies. Moral Foundations Theory posits five kinds of moral
violations, but the present work suggests that the moral domain separates into only two
rough clusters of violations. Does the moral domain actually have a simple structure, or is
its complex structure obscured by noise, leaving only the coarsest divisions resolvable?
Indeed, PCA is a data-reduction method, ideally applied when simple solutions are
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desirable. What variance in moral judgments does the present two-component solution
fail to explain? Inspecting the third PC to result from the PA in Study 2, the highest
loading violations are “cheating at games when others play fair” and “trying to
undermine democracy,” which could be interpreted as violations of “fairness”. However,
other violations loading strongly onto this component include “having unsafe sex” and
“making racist comments.” If there is a single construct that underlies the variance
explained by this component, it does not seem to map cleanly onto any of the five moral
kinds posited by MFT. Importantly, we do not claim that the mental concepts of “harm”
and “fairness” are indistinguishable, nor do we dispute the results from Graham and
colleagues (2011), demonstrating that five factors best explain variance across the five
subscales of the MFQ (two of which are “harm” and “fairness”). The present claim is
that, in explaining variance in moral judgments, two components are sufficient.
Do the present results at least support the broad distinction between
“individualizing” and “binding” moral kinds suggested by MFT? The answer depends on
how these moral kinds are defined. According to MFT, physically harmful acts fall under
the “individualizing” moral foundation. However, harmful acts such as euthanasia load
strongly onto the “improper” PC1, along with acts such as homosexual sex. Convergent
evidence suggests that self-directed harm is judged as primarily impure rather than
harmful (Chakroff et al., 2013; Rottman et al., 2014). Thus, the mere presence of physical
harm may be insufficient information to localize a violation within the moral domain, a
point others have noted (Rai & Fiske, 2011).
The Model of Moral Motives (Janoff-bulman & Carnes, 2013) distinguishes
between proscriptions and prescriptions regarding acts that impact oneself, others, and
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one’s group. We focused on violations, which could be construed in either proscriptive or
prescriptive terms: “doing what one ought not to do” versus “not doing what one ought to
do”. The PC1, “improper” violations could be seen as impacting oneself (e.g. suicide)
and one’s group (e.g., anti-patriotism) more than they impact others. Conversely, the PC2
violations seem to primarily describe acts that negatively impact others (e.g., murder),
more so than they impact oneself or one’s group. Future work should investigate why
self-based and group-based moral motivations seem to align, and when, if ever, they
dissociate in the context of moral judgments.
The Harm Hypothesis (Gray et al., 2014; Gray & Keeney, in press) is that the
moral domain is essentially concerned with interpersonal harm, and that any apparent
heterogeneity within the moral domain is the result of an act deviating from this
conceptual core. This model would predict that a single principal component or
dimension would explain variety among violations – they are either more or less harmful.
In contrast to this prediction, we find that two PCs explain the variance in moral
judgment data, and correspond with two broad clusters of violations (see Fig. 3). Indeed,
the first PC, explaining the most variance in moral judgments across individuals, is not
obviously related to interpersonal harm. It is unclear why PC1 violations would cluster
together due to harmfulness as perceived by some individuals (e.g., social conservatives)
and not others. It is also unclear why PC1 violations would cluster due to mutual
deviation from harm. Instead, it seems they have something else in common – a different
“essence”.
The present model of the structure of the moral domain is reminiscent of the
suggested psychological distinction between moral versus conventional violations
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(Huebner et al., 2010; Smetana, 1993; Turiel, 1983), the developmental stages of
conventional versus post-conventional reasoning (Kohlberg, 1969), and the distinction in
English common law between acts that are malum prohibitum and malum en se6 - with
the caveat that our discovered structure of the moral domain is purely descriptive, not
normative. Additionally, recall that all violations used in the present work were generated
by asking participants to list “moral violations” specifically.
Every model of the moral domain reviewed here includes acts that negatively
impact others. Why does the moral domain sometimes include acts that do not obviously
impact others? Why do acts as varied as “wearing skimpy clothing” and “spitting on the
road” hang together? Are these acts simply drawn from a grab-bag of Christian, Hindu,
and Muslim social mores? Alternatively, have these acts been adaptive for humans to
condemn under some circumstances, regardless of their cultural surrounds? For example,
one adaptive account aims to explain the emergence of norms against “impure” acts, such
as eating taboo foods or engaging in “deviant” sexual practices. Pathogens can be easily
spread through consumption and sexual contact; regulating others exposure to potential
pathogen-carriers (e.g., animal products) can reduce one’s own risk of exposure by
proxy7. Before the advent of modern antibiotics, such “behavioral immune systems”
(Schaller & Park, 2011) may have successfully mitigated risk of exposure to pathogens
and increased the overall success of cultures that adopted these norms. Such a theory
does not have to be cashed out in evolutionary biological terms (e.g., Graham et al.,
2013), but could also reflect the aggregate of strategies employed by individuals to
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
6
Latin, “wrong because prohibited” and “wrong in itself”
7
Stronger accounts in the same vein suggest that such norms could increase the fitness of
the overall group, leading to selection of the norm in a cultural evolutionary sense.
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protect themselves from threat and maximize their own fitness (Jost, Glaser, Kruglanski,
& Sulloway, 2003; Young & Tsoi, 2013). We expect that the “improper” PC1 violations
highlighted in the present work represent a mixture of relatively arbitrary social norms
along with norms that in fact contain some adaptive value, and perhaps have rough
analogues across cultures. Future work is needed to explore cultural variation as well as
universality in the moral domain.
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Harmful Situations, Impure People:
An Attribution Asymmetry Across Moral Domains

People make inferences about the actions of others, assessing whether an act is
best explained by person-based versus situation-based accounts. Here we examine
people’s explanations for norm violations in different domains: harmful acts (e.g.,
assault) and impure acts (e.g., incest). Across four studies, we find evidence for an
attribution asymmetry: people endorse more person-based attributions for impure versus
harmful acts. This attribution asymmetry is explained by the abnormality of impure
versus harmful acts, but not by differences in the moral wrongness or the statistical
frequency of these acts. Finally, this asymmetry persists even when the situational factors
that lead an agent to act impurely are stipulated. These results suggest that, relative to
harmful acts, impure acts are linked to person-based attributions.

This paper was published as:
Chakroff, A., & Young, L. (2015). Harmful situations, impure people: An attribution a
symmetry across moral domains. Cognition, 136, 30-37.
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Introduction.
Upon hearing about the abhorrent actions of others, such as the torture of inmates

by Americans in Abu Ghraib, many people demand an explanation: why did they do it?
People generate spontaneous explanations of others’ behavior, which also support
evaluations of the offending agents and their actions. Do people attribute the cruel acts of
Abu Ghraib to the stable dispositions of the torturers, or to their extreme situational
pressures? Research in social psychology indicates that people often underestimate the
impact of situational influences when assessing the behavior of others (e.g., actorobserver asymmetry; Gilbert & Mallone, 1995; Jones & Harris, 1967; Jones & Nisbett,
1971; Malle, Knobe, & Nelson, 2007; Milgram, 1963; Nisbett, Caputo, Legant, &
Marecek, 1973; Ross, 1977). Here we investigate when and why people attribute normviolating behavior to the person versus the situation, taking the contrast between harmful
acts (e.g., assault) and disgusting acts (e.g., pathogen exposure) as a case study.
Prior work has indicated significant variability in people’s explanations of others’
behavior. For example, people assign greater causal and intentional responsibility to
those who commit morally wrong versus neutral acts (Alicke, 1992, 2000; Knobe, 2006;
Leslie, Knobe, & Cohen, 2006). Some people pass moral judgment on many different
kinds of action, from harmful acts that negatively affect others, to victimless (yet odd or
disgusting) acts that people perform in the privacy of their own homes. Do people’s
action explanations depend on the kind of violation they are judging? Recent work
suggests that people are sensitive to different sources of information when making moral
judgments of actions that are primarily angering / harmful (e.g., assault) versus actions
that are primarily disgusting / impure (e.g., eating taboo foods). For example, when
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condemning impure acts versus harmful acts, people are less sensitive to the context of
the act and the mental state of the actor (Chakroff, Dungan, & Young, 2013; Russell &
Giner-Sorolla, 2011a; Young & Saxe, 2011), as well as any potential reasons or
mitigating circumstances in explaining the impure action (Rozin, Imada, Lowery, &
Haidt, 1999; Russell & Giner-Sorolla, 2011b; Russell, Piazza, Giner-Sorolla, 2013).
These findings support theories that there are different kinds or domains of morality
(Graham et al., 2011; Haidt, 2007). Prior work has also highlighted individual differences
in moral judgments across moral domains – in particular, impure acts are judged as more
morally wrong by social conservatives versus liberals (e.g., Haidt, 2007). However, even
among liberals, moral judgments of impure acts (e.g., suicide) are not at floor and are
best predicted by purity concerns (Rottman, Kelemen, & Young, 2014). Notably, in the
present work, moral judgments of impure acts were above floor in all studies (all t’s
versus floor were > 11, p’s < .001, see Table 2 for means and SEs).
The present research tests the following hypothesis: people are more likely to
explain impure acts using person-based attributions, appealing to factors internal to the
person who committed the violation, but people are more likely to explain harmful acts
using situation-based attributions, appealing to factors external to the person who
committed the violation. This hypothesis follows from prior work indicating a
dissociation between moral judgments that focus on the moral permissibility of an action
and moral judgments that focus on the actor’s moral character (Chakroff et al., 2013;
Tannenbaum, Uhlmann, & Diermeier, 2011; Uhlmann & Zhu, 2014). For example,
participants judge “beating your girlfriend” to be a morally worse action than “beating
your girlfriend’s cat”, but they judge the cat-beater to be a morally worse person (i.e., to
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have poorer moral character) compared to the girlfriend-beater (Tannenbaum et al.,
2011). Another study revealed harsher moral judgments of impure acts when participants
focused on the moral status of the person but harsher judgments of harmful acts when
participants focused on the moral status of the action (Chakroff et al., 2013). Here, we
hypothesized that, in addition to person-based moral judgments, impure acts would be
associated with increased person-based attributions as well.
Across four studies, we examine the effect of moral domain (i.e., harm versus
impurity) on action explanations. Study 1 tests the hypothesis that people explain impure
versus harmful acts using more person-based versus situation-based attributions and
indicates (as with all studies) that the effect cannot be explained by domain differences in
moral wrongness. Study 2 explores a potential mediator of the attribution asymmetry
across domains: the perceived abnormality of impure versus harmful acts. Study 3
replicates the mediation findings from Study 2 and indicates further that the attribution
asymmetry cannot be accounted for by judgments of the frequency (e.g., how commonly
an act is performed) of impure versus harmful acts. Finally, Study 4 tests whether the
domain attribution asymmetry persists even when the situational influences that led to the
violations are stipulated within the scenarios (i.e., agents are forced to perform certain
impure or harmful action).
Methodological Notes.
For all studies, participants were recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk
(www.mturk.com). All participants completed an IRB-approved online consenting
process. Participants were self-reported English speakers and were excluded from
analyses only if they did not complete the survey, or if they completed the survey in one
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minute or less, i.e., a conservative estimate of the minimum amount of time participants
could spend thoughtfully reading and completing the survey (consent, scenarios, and
demographics). The stimuli used in Studies 1-3 are reported in Table 1, while the full
stimuli and measures for all studies are reported in the Supplementary Material. All
studies were analyzed using linear mixed effects models, with item and participant as
random factors, and domain and target (when applicable) as fixed factors. All results hold
when modeling effects on condition averages using ANOVAs.

Study 1: Person-based explanations for impure acts
Study 1 tests the hypothesis that people attribute impure acts more to an agent’s
disposition, and less to the situation, compared to harmful acts. We tested this hypothesis
using a survey adapted from measures used in classic work on the actor-observer
asymmetry (Nisbett et al., 1973). However, rather than asking participants to provide trait
ascriptions (e.g., I am “energetic, “ “relaxed,” or “depends on the situation”), we asked
participants to indicate whether a person (either oneself or another person) was the type
to engage in (or never engage in) harmful or impure behaviors, or whether a person might
engage in the target behaviors depending on the situation.
Method.
Participants. 258 American participants (65% female; Mage = 34.7) were recruited
in an online sample and were paid $0.41 for their time. Sixty-two participants were
excluded according to the exclusion criteria above.
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Procedure. Participants read 9 items describing harmful behavior and 9 items

describing impure behavior (see Table 3) 8; items were presented in random order. In a
between-participants manipulation, action explanations were made either for oneself or
for another person ("the average person"). For each item, participants were forced to
choose among three response options: "I am (the average person is) the type to do this,"
"I am (the average person is) the type not to do this," or "There are situations that could
lead me (the average person) to do this," where the first two choices represent personbased attributions for a behavior, while the latter choice represents situation-based
attributions (Cf., Nisbett et al., 1973). On a separate page, participants then rated “how
morally wrong” each item was from "not at all wrong" (1) to "extremely wrong" (5).

Domain
Harmful
Kick someone in the shin
Scratch someone on the arm
Prick someone's hand with a needle
Poke someone in the eye
Burn someone on the arm
Hit someone's finger with a hammer
Cut someone's cheek with a razor
Pinch someone hard on the arm
Whip someone with a belt

Impure
Lick someone's shoe
Pour urine on oneself
Pick up dog poop barehanded
Step in vomit barefoot
Taste earwax
Drink cow blood
Pick up a snot-filled Kleenex
Pick up a used Band-Aid
Eat a worm

Table 3. Harmful and impure acts used in Studies 1-3.

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
8
An exploratory factor analysis indicated that each subset of 9 items formed a coherent
cluster, with all factor loadings > .71 for harmful items within the first factor, and all
factor loadings > .82 for impure items within the second factor, based on judgments of
anger and disgust (Study 3). Cronbach’s α for harmful and impure items = .94 and .97,
respectively.
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Results and Discussion.
Effects of domain and target on measures. Condition means and standard errors
are reported in Table 4, with attribution results also displayed in Figure 7. For
attributions, we report the mean proportion of person-based attributions, with “1”
indicating fully person-based attributions across items and participants, and “0”
indicating fully situation-based attributions. Participants endorsed more person-based
attributions for impure versus harmful acts (F(1, 2674.2) = 90.96, p < .001) 9. Collapsing
across domains, participants also made more person-based attributions for their own acts
(M = .841; SE = .019) relative to others’ acts (M = .695; SE = .019) (F(1, 189.9) = 29.12,
p < .001), in contrast to past work on the actor-observer asymmetry (Nisbett et al., 1973).
Finally, in a domain x target interaction (F(1, 2674.2) = 29.71, p < .001), the domain
attribution asymmetry was stronger for judgments of “the average person” (impure M =
.79, SE = .02; harmful M = .60, SE = .02; F(1, 1510.8) = 95.81, p < .001) relative to
judgments about oneself (impure M = .87, SE = .02; harmful M = .82, SE = .02; F(1,
1174.4) = 10.05, p = .002).
Relationships between measures. Correlational analyses revealed that morally
worse acts were linked to more person-based attributions (r(196) = .31, p < .001).
However, moral judgments were also harsher for harmful versus impure acts (F(1,
2629.6) = 1172.98, p < .001), suggesting that the greater proportion of person-based
attributions for impure versus harmful acts cannot be accounted for by differences in
moral judgment alone. Indeed, when entering moral judgments into the linear mixed

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
9
The present results remain significant when analyzing the “is the type not to do this”
responses alone, see Supplementary Information.
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effects model, the effect of domain on attributions remains significant (F(1, 2663.2) =
92.88, p < .001).
Study 2: Person-based explanations and Abnormality
Study 1 indicates that people are more likely to endorse person-based versus
situation-based attributions for impure acts compared to harmful acts. However, the
underlying source of the asymmetry remains open for investigation. Study 2 examines the
role of a potential mediating variable, the abnormality of the act, in the domain attribution
asymmetry found in Study 1. Abnormal acts diverge from the norm by definition and
break convention. Breaking mere conventional norms, such as wearing pajamas to work,
is not necessarily morally wrong (e.g., Kelley et al., 2007; Turiel, 1979). However,
abnormal acts may still be informative of a person’s character (e.g., Tannenbaum et al.,
2011) and therefore drive person-based attributions.
Method.
Participants. 105 American participants (61% female; Mage = 30.1) were recruited
in an online sample and were paid $0.36 for their time. Five participants were excluded.
Procedure. Participants read the same 18 items from Study 1, presented in
random order. Participants read all items three times in separate blocks, delivering
judgments of (1) action explanation, (2) moral wrongness, and (3) abnormality. Block
order was randomized across participants.
For attributions, participants endorsed either a person-based or situation-based
attribution for each behavior. Unlike Study 1, participants made judgments of “the
average person” and chose between two options: "The average person is either the type to
do this, or to never do this" (person) or "There are situations that could lead the average
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person to do this" (situation). Participants delivered moral judgments as in Study 1. For
abnormality judgments, participants rated “How weird (i.e., unusual, bizarre, odd)” each
item was on a 5-point scale from "not at all weird" to "extremely weird."
Results and Discussion.
Effect of domain on measures. Condition means and standard errors are reported
in Table 4, with attribution results also displayed in Figure 8. As in Study 1, participants
endorsed more person-based attributions for impure versus harmful acts (F(1, 1501.6) =
236.10, p < .001), and harsher moral judgments for harmful versus impure acts (F(1,
1433.3) = 664.83, p < .001). In line with our predictions, participants delivered greater
abnormality judgments for impure versus harmful acts (F(1, 1523.5) = 520.42, p < .001).

Figure 8. Attributions for others’ harmful and impure acts. Error bars indicate +/-1 SEM.
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Relationships between measures. Averaging across all stimuli, correlations

revealed that, as in Study 1, people endorsed more person-based attributions for morally
worse acts (r(100) = .33, p = .001). People also endorsed more person-based attributions
for more abnormal acts (r(100) = .51, p < .001). However, a linear regression indicated
that attributions were uniquely predicted by abnormality judgments (β = -0.46, p < .001)
but not moral judgments (β = -0.09, p = .4). We then examined the effect of domain on
attribution via abnormality and moral wrongness using multiple mediation analysis on
stimuli means within each domain (e.g., Preacher & Hayes, 2008). When simultaneously
entering moral wrongness and abnormality as potential mediators, the effect of domain
on attributions was mediated by both moral wrongness and abnormality, but in opposing
directions. Participants judged impure acts as less morally wrong than harmful acts,
which would predict more person-based attributions for harmful than impure acts
(indirect effect = -0.08, Sobel Z = -3.25, p = .001); however, impure acts were judged as
more abnormal than harmful acts, leading to more person-based attributions for impure
than harmful acts (indirect effect = .11, Sobel Z = 4.50, p < .001). Despite significant
mediation, domain remained a direct predictor of action explanations in the mediation
model (direct effect = .18, p < .001). This pattern of data suggests that, as in Study 1,
impure acts elicited more person-based explanations, despite being judged as less morally
wrong than harmful acts. However, the domain attribution asymmetry remained
significant even when statistically controlling for the abnormality of the acts via
mediation analysis.
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Study 1
Study 2

Study 3

Person Attribution
Morally Wrong
Person Attribution
Morally Wrong
Abnormal
Person Attribution
Moral Action
Moral Character
Abnormal
Frequent
Angering
Disgusting

Harmful
0.71 (0.02)
4.10 (0.06)
0.40 (0.03)
3.50 (0.09)
3.00 (0.08)
0.36 (0.04)
3.74 (0.08)
3.52 (0.08)
3.06 (0.07)
2.07 (0.07)
3.90 (0.08)
2.51 (0.08)

Impure
0.83 (0.02)
2.80 (0.05)
0.71 (0.03)
2.20 (0.08)
4.10 (0.08)
0.57 (0.04)
2.60 (0.09)
3.48 (0.08)
4.15 (0.07)
1.41 (0.06)
2.26 (0.08)
4.25 (0.07)

Table 4. Ratings in Studies 1-3 (means, standard errors). Person attribution ratings are
proportions of person-based attributions (out of 1) averaged across participants, reported
separately when averaging across harmful and impure stimuli. All other ratings are made
on 5-point Likert scales with anchors “Not at all X” (1) and “Extremely X” (5), where X
was a measure-relevant descriptor (e.g., “Not at all disgusting”).

Study 3: Person-based explanations, Abnormality, and Frequency
Study 2 indicated that the domain attribution asymmetry was partially mediated
by the perceived abnormality of impure versus harmful acts. Study 3 explores two senses
in which abnormality may be conceptualized (e.g., prescriptive vs. statistical; Hitchcock
& Knobe, 2009). The first sense, which we call prescriptive abnormality, concerns the
extent to which an act departs from norms or breaks conventional rules. The second sense
refers to the statistical frequency of an action in everyday life. The two kinds of
abnormality are asymmetrically related, such that norm-violating actions are relatively
infrequent or atypical, but infrequent or atypical acts are not necessarily norm-violating.
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For example, the total fertility rate in America is less than 2 lifetime births per woman
(World Bank), making the act of giving birth an exceedingly infrequent act. Births to
loving, married couples are even less frequent but certainly do not violate norms in most
people’s eyes.
Theories of action explanation suggest that the relative frequency of an act can
influence people’s explanations of that act (Kelley, 1967). For example, if Jane sees a
movie and thinks it is hilarious, but no one else does, it may be reasonable to explain
Jane’s amusement by appealing to her disposition (e.g., she is easily amused), rather than
the movie itself (e.g., it’s a comedy). Study 3 examines whether it is the perceived
frequency of an act that is predictive of person-based attributions in the context of
harmful and impure moral violations.
In Study 3, we also examine two sets of additional measures, derived from two
factors that distinguish between impure and harmful acts. The first factor denotes a moral
focus on the action versus the person who committed the act. In prior work, moral
judgments of harms were harsher when participants focused on the action, while moral
judgments of purity violations were harsher when participants focused on the agent’s
character (Chakroff et al., 2013). The second factor of interest was emotion, e.g., anger
and disgust. Mounting research suggests that harmful and impure acts are judged as
eliciting relatively more anger and disgust, respectively (Russell & Giner-Sorolla,
2011b). We investigated both factors to determine whether the attribution asymmetry for
impure versus harmful acts could be explained by domain differences in appraisals of
anger and disgust or moral judgments focusing on the action or the agent.
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Method.
Participants. 114 American participants (60% female; Mage = 35.6) were recruited
in an online sample and were paid $0.41 for their time. Thirteen participants were
excluded.
Procedure. Participants read the same 18 items from Studies 1-2 describing
harmful and impure behaviors, presented in random order. Participants read all items
eight times in separate blocks, delivering judgments of (1-2) action explanation, (3) moral
action, (4) moral character, (5) abnormality, (6), frequency, (7) disgust, and (8) anger.
Block order was randomized across participants.
For action explanations, participants endorsed either a person-based or situationbased attribution for each behavior. While in Studies 1-2, participants made judgments
about “the average person,” in Study 3 participants simply delivered attributions for “a
person,” allaying potential concerns that participants in Study 2 were conveying the
notion that “the average person” is unlikely to perform abnormal acts. Participants also
made more explicit causal attributions in response to a novel measure, endorsing
statements that a behavior was either “More caused by the person” or “More caused by
the situation.”
Unlike Studies 1-2, participants delivered two kinds of moral judgments designed
to focus on the moral status of the act itself (moral action) (e.g., How morally wrong is
this behavior?), versus judgments that focus on the moral character of the agent (moral
character) (e.g., How “sick” or “screwed up” is this person?) (Chakroff et al., 2013;
Tannenbaum et al., 2011). Abnormality judgments were identical to those in Study 2. For
frequency judgments, participants judged “Is this behavior typical or common in the
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general population?”. For the disgust measure, participants judged “Is this behavior
gross?”. For the anger measure, participants judged “Is this behavior angering?”. With
the exception of action explanations, all ratings were made on 5-point Likert scales with
anchors “Not at all X” (1) and “Extremely X” (5), where X was a measure-relevant
descriptor (e.g., “Not at all gross”).
Results and Discussion.
Effect of domain on measures. Condition means and standard errors are reported
in Table 4, with attribution results also displayed in Figure 7. Both attribution measures
were simultaneously entered into a linear mixed effects model, with across-measure
variance captured in a random factor. As in Studies 1 and 2, participants endorsed more
person-based explanations for impure versus harmful acts (F(1, 1433.3) = 664.83, p <
.001). Notably, the novel, explicit attribution measure captured the domain attribution
effect in isolation (F(1, 1564.2) = 149.30, p < .001). Also, as in Studies 1 and 2,
participants delivered harsher moral judgments for harmful versus impure acts
(F(1,1574.8) = 516.63, p < .001). Judgments of moral character did not differ for harmful
and impure acts (F(1,1595.9) = 0.34, p = .56). Nonetheless, as in prior work (Chakroff et
al., 2013), impure acts were judged as worse when participants focused on the moral
character of the agent versus the moral status of the action, while harmful acts were
judged as worse when participants focused on the action versus the agent’s character,
reflecting a domain x moral focus interaction (F(1,1850) = 240.04, p < .001).
As in Study 2, participants delivered greater abnormality judgments for impure
versus harmful acts (F(1,1532.3) = 454.66, p < .001). Participants also judged impure
acts as being less frequent, compared to harmful acts (F(1,1314.1) = 332.10, p < .001).
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Finally, participants judged harmful acts as more angering than impure acts (F(1,1662.8)
= 1100.34, p < .001), and impure acts as more disgusting than harmful acts (F(1,1278.4)
= 1141.49, p < .001) (Cf. Russell & Giner-Sorolla, 2011b).
Relationships between measures. We averaged across both attribution measures
(r(202) = .44, p < .001) to form a composite measure of person-based attribution.
Separate correlations revealed that attribution was best predicted by the abnormality of an
act (r(202) = .47, p < .001), followed by moral judgments focusing on the agent’s
character (r(202) = .43, p < .001), judgments of disgust (r(202) = .35, p < .001), and
judgments of the frequency of the act (r(202) = -.15, p = .03). Attributions were not
significantly predicted by moral judgments focusing on the action (r(202) = .08, p = .26)
or judgments of anger (r(202) = .02, p = .76). Entering abnormality, character, disgust,
and frequency judgments into a linear regression indicated that attributions were uniquely
predicted by both abnormality judgments (β = .30, p = .001) and moral judgments of
character (β = .26, p < .001).
As in Study 2, we averaged across stimuli within each domain and examined the
effect of domain on attribution via our measures using multiple mediation analysis (e.g.,
Preacher & Hayes, 2008). Unlike Study 2, only abnormality remained a significant
mediator of domain on attribution (indirect effect = 0.07, Sobel Z = 2.72, p = .007). Also
unlike Study 2, the mediation was full, with no significant direct effect of domain on
attribution (see Fig 9A). A follow-up analysis testing only abnormality as mediator
suggested that the full mediation was driven by abnormality alone (indirect effect = 0.11,
Sobel Z = 4.75, p < .001), and not an additive effect of the other measures (see Fig. 9B).
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A.

abnormality
.86**

.08*
-.51**

domain

frequency

.03

attribution

.13** (.07)

impure > harmful

person > situation
-.08

character

.09**

1.63**

.01

disgust
B.
.86**

domain

impure > harmful

abnormality
.13** (.02)

.13**

attribution

person > situation

Figure 9. Study 2, Standardized regression coefficients for relationship between domain
and attributions, as mediated via (A) abnormality, frequency, character, and disgust, and
via (B) abnormality alone. ** p < .001, * p < .01, else p > .1.
As expected, moral character was a powerful predictor of attribution. However,
unlike prior work (Chakroff et al., 2013), character judgments did not differ across
domains, leaving little room for the measure to explain the domain effect on attribution.
Critically, although frequency judgments significantly differed across domains and
predicted attribution in isolation of other measures, frequency did not remain a significant
unique predictor of attribution alongside abnormality. Indeed, partial correlations reveal
that abnormality remains predictive of attribution when controlling for frequency (r(199)
= .46, p < .001), while frequency does not when controlling for abnormality (r(199) =
.07, p = .32).
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Study 4: Force and Freedom
Studies 1-3 indicate that people are more likely to endorse person-based versus

situation-based explanations for impure acts compared to harmful acts. However, it may
be reasonable for participants to respond as they did: there may be fewer situations that
could lead one to perform an impure act (e.g., drinking cow’s blood) versus a harmful act
(e.g., whipping someone with a belt). Do person-based explanations for impure acts
persist even when the situational constraints that led an agent to perform a harmful versus
impure act are stipulated? In Study 4, participants are informed of how situational
pressures lead an agent to act in harmful or impure ways. In each scenario, an agent is
forced (by an external agent) to commit a specific moral violation (e.g., incest versus
assault).
Study 4 also differs from Studies 1-3 in the measures used. Instead of collecting
action explanations in binary categories (person versus situation), we borrow measures
from Young & Phillips (2011) to examine the degree to which participants judge an agent
to have been forced to act versus to have freely acted. These judgments indicate the
extent that participants perceive the agent to be the primary cause of the moral violation,
acting freely and not forced by the situation.
Methods.
Participants. 281 participants 10 (39% female; Mage = 30.2) were recruited in an
online sample and were paid $0.11 cents for their time. Forty-four participants were
excluded.

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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Location data were not collected for this sample.
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Procedure. Participants read scenarios involving two agents, one of whom (the

agent) was forced by the other (the forcer) to commit a moral violation. Each scenario
was chosen from a pair of thematically matched stories that differed in the kind of moral
domain involved (i.e., harm versus impurity). Participants read two scenarios involving
violations from the same domain.
For example, participants read a scenario about a game of truth or dare, where a
player, John (the agent), is forced by another player (the forcer) to either punch his sister
(harm) or kiss his sister (impurity). Participants then made judgments of force (e.g., Was
John forced to do this?), freedom (e.g., Was John free to do otherwise?), blame assigned
to the agent (e.g., Should John be blamed for his actions?), blame assigned to the forcer
(e.g., Should the other player be blamed for his actions?), and the general moral status of
the scenario (e.g., Was this situation morally upsetting?). Each question was presented on
a separate page; question order was randomized, with the exception of force, which
always appeared first, and moral wrongness, which always appeared last.
Results and Discussion.
Effect of domain on measures. Judgments of force (e.g., Was John forced to do x?
reverse-scored) and freedom (e.g., Was John free to do otherwise?) (r(237) = .48, p <
.001) were combined into a composite measure of agent-freedom for the remaining
analyses. As expected, a main effect of domain on agent-freedom (F(1, 231) = 4.42, p =
.037) indicated that agents’ acts were judged as more freely performed (and less forced)
when the acts were impure (M = 5.28; SE = .13) versus harmful (M = 4.90; SE = .13),
consistent with the domain attribution asymmetry reported in Studies 1 through 3. There
was a significant effect of domain on agent-blame (F(1, 244.8) = 6.46, p = .012), with
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more blame assigned to harmful agents (M = 5.60; SE = 0.13) versus impure agents (M =
5.14; SE = 0.13). There was no significant effect on forcer-blame (F(1, 246.4) = 2.35, p =
.13), or general moral status (F(1, 244.8) = 0.1, p = .76), suggesting more generally that
domain differences in action explanation are not driven by domain differences in moral
wrongness.
Relationships between measures. Correlations revealed relationships between
greater agent-freedom and greater agent-blame (r(237) = .29, p < .001) and between
greater agent-freedom and reduced forcer-blame (r(237) = -.29, p < .001), but no
relationship between agent-freedom and general moral status (r(237) = .02, p = .73).
Follow-up analyses indicated that the main effect of domain on agent-freedom persisted
when controlling for agent-blame (F(1, 227.1) = 7.59, p = .006), forcer-blame (F(1,
227.6) = 4.30, p = .039), or general moral status (F(1, 230.8) = 4.30, p = .039).

General Discussion
Across four studies, we find evidence for an attribution asymmetry: people
explain impure (versus harmful) acts using dispositional, person-based attributions, and
people explain harmful (versus impure) acts using situational attributions. The effect was
not explained by domain differences in moral wrongness (Studies 1-4) but was tied to the
perceived abnormality of impure versus harmful acts (Studies 2-3). Notably, the effect
persisted even when the situational factors leading to harmful or impure acts were
specified within the stimuli (Study 4).
The present work supports the idea that there are at least two distinct senses of
abnormality (Hitchcock & Knobe, 2009). First, abnormality may reflect the degree to
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which an act violates local cultural norms. Second, abnormality may reflect the statistical
infrequency or atypicality of an act. The covariation model of attribution (Kelley, 1967)
stipulates that (in)frequency should predict person-based attributions. Indeed, zero order
correlations suggest that this is the case (r(202) = -.15, p = .03). However, abnormality
judgments were more strongly related to attributions (r(202) = .47, p < .001), and this
relationship accounted for variance in frequency judgments in predicting attributions.
What do judgments of abnormality reflect, if not (in)frequency? Both harmful and
impure acts violate norms, but impure acts were judged as more abnormal than harms
(Studies 2 & 3). Participants are not providing binary judgments of whether an act
violates norms or not, but rather they are delivering quantitative judgments of the degree
that the act violates norms of behavior. Participants may be evaluating abnormality
judgments within a framework of action prediction and expectation (Hitchcock & Knobe,
2009). People expect others to conform to prescriptive norms. To illustrate, suppose John
is boarding a bus. Knowing nothing about John, can we estimate the likelihood that he
will (1) Pull out cash and pay to get on, (2) Try to get on without paying, and (3) Pull out
cash and eat it in front of the driver? Both 2 and 3 are unexpected and violate norms of
behavior, but we see 3 as both less expected and a greater violation of norms of behavior.
Critically, the degree of norm violation is not the same as the moral wrongness of a
violation - we see 2 as being more morally wrong, but 3 as violating norms to a greater
degree within an action prediction framework. Notably, harmful acts were judged as
more morally wrong than impure acts in the present work, while impure acts were judged
as more abnormal than harmful acts, underscoring this distinction.
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People may view abnormal violators as having a deviant or warped personality.

Notably, Study 3 also measured moral judgments of an agent’s character (Cf., Chakroff et
al., 2013; Tannenbaum et al., 2011; Uhlmann & Zhu, 2014) as a candidate mediator of
the domain effect. Although character judgments were strongly predictive of attributions
(r(202) = .43, p < .001), they did not differ across harmful and impure agents(t(200) =
0.58, p = .56; see Table 2), in contrast to prior work (Chakroff et al., 2013). This leaves
little room for moral character, as operationalized in the present work, to explain the
attribution asymmetry. However, abnormality judgments may reflect judgments of some
aspects of abnormal character. In other words, not only is the behavior seen as “weird,”
so too is the person.
The present results add to a literature suggesting that people judge harmful and
impure acts to be immoral via separable cognitive processes. Past work has shown that
judgments of impure acts are less sensitive to contextual factors, including information
about the actor’s intentions or reasons – e.g., unintentionally impure acts are still wrong
(Chakroff et al., 2013; Russell & Giner-Sorolla, 2011, 2013; Young & Saxe, 2011).
Based on this past literature alongside the current findings, we suggest that impure acts
are specifically informative about the disposition of the person who engaged in the act,
both in terms of the person’s moral character (Chakroff et al., 2013) and in terms of the
person’s causal role in generating the behavior in the first place.
These results also buttress recent research exploring people’s moral judgments of
self-directed harm (Chakroff et al., 2013; Rottman et al., 2014). In one study, participants
judged others who commit suicide (versus homicide) to have a “tainted soul”, and these
judgments are predictive of judgments of suicide as morally wrong overall (Rottman et
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al., 2014). In another study, moral judgments of self-directed harmful and impure acts
were judged as indicating the poor moral character of the offending agent (Chakroff et
al., 2013). The present work suggests that, in addition to having a poor moral character
and a tainted soul, impure others may also be judged as more personally causally
responsible for their actions, regardless of the circumstances. Future research is needed to
directly connect person-based moral judgments, action explanations, and perceptions of a
tainted soul.
The present work may shed light not only on lay perceptions of suicide and selfharm but also on lay perceptions of sexual assault and a tragic consequence of thereof:
judgment of the sexual assault victim as somehow blameworthy or causally responsible
for the event, in spite of the force of the perpetrator (Bieneck & Krahe, 2011; Niemi &
Young, in prep). The present results indicate that those who are forced to perform impure
acts are judged to have acted more freely, compared to those who are forced into harmful
action (Study 3). Perhaps, in the case of impure actions, people are less capable of
distinguishing between the offending agent and the victim, both when delivering moral
judgments and action explanations.
Because the domain attribution asymmetry is positively correlated with the
abnormality of the act (Study 2), the effect may also increase as a function of the
abnormality of the situation that leads to the act. As such, people may attribute the
actions of individuals in extremely abnormal situations to dispositional qualities of the
individuals. This may explain why people’s “attribution errors” and consequent shock at
other people’s behavior so often occur when judging those in bizarre situations (Gilbert
& Mallone, 1995; Jones & Harris, 1967; Milgram, 1963; Ross, 1977; Zimbardo, 1973).
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Consider the events following the crash of Flight 571 in the Andes in 1972. Those who
survived resorted to cannibalism in order to stay alive (Parrado & Rause, 2007).
Although these individuals did not directly harm anyone, as they merely ate the flesh of
deceased passengers, our data suggest that people may judge the survivors to be
personally causally responsible for their actions, and perhaps to have tainted moral
character as well (Chakroff et al., 2013). Understanding the cognitive processes
underlying the attribution asymmetry across domains is critical to interpreting our
inferences about others’ actions.
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Predicting the Behavior of Impure versus Harmful Agents

A key function of social cognition is the prediction of others’ behavior. Five
studies examined how participants’ predictions of agents’ behavior are influenced by
information about agents’ past immoral or deviant behavior, specifically, whether agents
performed harmful versus impure acts. Participants’ judgments reflected two independent
influences: action consistency, and a prediction asymmetry. Specifically, harmful agents
were judged as likely to be harmful but not impure, while impure agents were judged as
likely to be both impure and harmful. We show that this behavior prediction asymmetry
cannot be accounted for by differences in the perceived wrongness or weirdness of the
action, and remains robust across two subdomains of impure actions: sexually deviant
acts and non-sexual disgusting acts. Notably, impure agents are judged as more likely to
be harmful than they are to act in a different subdomain of impurity (e.g., a disgusting
agent being sexually deviant). This suggests that impure agents are not simply predicted
to engage in all kinds of deviant or immoral behavior. This pattern of results suggests that
agents who act in atypically immoral ways (e.g., impure) are predicted to be immoral in
prototypical ways (e.g., harmful), supporting recent theories about the centrality of harm
in judgments of wrongdoing.

This paper is coauthored with Sophie Russell, Jared Piazza, and Liane Young
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Introduction
In advocating the death penalty for homosexual acts, the psychologist Paul

Cameron noted that “those who act on their homosexual desires or interests usually end
up being parasites on society, and parasites that are very dangerous for society, not only
because they take far more than they contribute to society, but they particularly injure
children” (Gettys, 2014). This statement captures a tragically widespread sentiment that
lesbians and gay men are harmful – and not just harmful to society in an abstract sense,
but directly harmful to other individuals, in this case, children. What is the psychology
behind this logic? The present research investigates people’s predictions about the
behavior of agents based on the nature of agents’ past transgressions or deviance.
Predicting Others’ Actions.
A key function of social cognition is the prediction of others’ behavior (Dennett,
1989; Saxe, 2012). Research shows that people expect others to behave consistently over
time (Kelley, 1967; Quoidbach, Gilbert, & Wilson, 2013). Thus, when we have
knowledge that someone has unjustly harmed others in the past, we may expect that
person to be harmful in other contexts. Such thinking is not misguided. For example,
among released offenders, the odds that property offenders (e.g., thieves) will be
rearrested for the same kind of crime are 2.7 times the odds that non-property offenders
will be rearrested for a property offense; such statistics indicate that offenders are likely
to commit similar types of crimes over time (Langan & Levin, 2002).
Of course, what counts as “consistent behavior” depends on which actions are
perceived as similar. If someone is sexually deviant in one respect (e.g., has sex with
animals), do we predict that he or she will be sexually deviant in other respects as well
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(e.g., have sex with corpses) or deviant in non-sexual ways (e.g., eat dog meat)? Slipperyslope arguments against same-sex marriage assert that allowing same-sex couples to
marry will pave the way for other types of non-traditional sexual unions, for example,
between people and animals (Calhill, 2005). Former minister Pat Robertson argued that
legalizing same-sex marriage would initiate a “long downward slide in relation to all the
things that we consider to be abhorrent” (Corley, 2009). Arguments of this sort suggest
that certain “impure” acts may lead to many other kinds of “abhorrent” behavior,
including, perhaps, directly harmful actions. In the present research, we test the idea that
predictions of wrongdoing are crucially influenced by the type of action originally
performed. Specifically, we contrast predictions of behavior involving either harm or
impurity.
Domains of Morality.
Although a vast literature in moral psychology highlights the importance of harm
and injustice as antecedents of moral condemnation (for recent reviews, see Gray, Young,
& Waytz, 2012; Sousa & Piazza, 2014), recent work suggests that at least some
individuals (e.g., political conservatives) also condemn actions having little to do with
harm or injustice—instead, these actions violate norms of sexual propriety or norms
about the proper use of the human body (Graham, Haidt, & Nosek, 2009; Inbar, Pizarro,
Knobe, & Bloom, 2009; Rozin, Lowery, Imada, & Haidt, 1999; Russell & Giner-Sorolla,
2013). Following Graham et al. (2009) and Russell and Giner-Sorolla (2013), we refer to
this domain of action as “impurity”—one that encompasses violations of sexual norms as
well as non-sexual disgusting acts, such as food taboos.
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Compared to judgments of harm, moral reactions to impure acts tend to be less

affected by the intentions of the agent (Chakroff, Dungan, & Young, 2013; Russell &
Giner-Sorolla, 2011a; Young & Saxe, 2011) or the reasons and external circumstances
leading to the act (Piazza, Russell, & Sousa, 2013; Russell & Giner-Sorolla, 2011b,
2011c). Indeed, impure acts are attributed to causes internal to the agent, rather than to
situational forces (Chakroff & Young, 2015 / Paper 2). By contrast, judgments of harm
are more sensitive to the circumstances surrounding the act, the reasons for causing harm,
and the intentions of the harmful agent. Thus, the mere presence of harm, or someone
suffering, may be insufficient to evoke condemnation (Rule, Nesdale, & McAra, 1974;
Sousa & Piazza, 2014; Turiel, 1983).
Rather than causing suffering, impure actions involve physical and/or spiritual
defilement (Haidt & Joseph, 2004; Horberg, Oveis, Keltner, & Cohen, 2009; Rottman,
Kelemen, & Young, 2014; Rozin, Haidt, & McCauley, 1999; Russell & Giner-Sorolla,
2013; Russell, Piazza, & Giner-Sorolla, 2013). Notably, past work has highlighted two
sub-domains of impure action: sexual deviance (e.g., incest, bestiality) and non-sexual
disgusting actions involving the ingestion of or contact with taboo substances, henceforth
simply labeled “disgusting” actions (e.g., eating dog meat, touching feces; see Chakroff
et al., 2013; Russell & Giner-Sorolla, 2013; Russell & Piazza, 2014). Norms against
impure action may help to minimize exposure to pathogens (Graham et al., 2011;
Kurzban & Leary, 2001; Schaller & Park, 2011). If a person is contaminated, then
information about that person’s intentions, reasons, and circumstances may be less
relevant to the judgment of that person as someone who needs to be avoided (Young &
Saxe, 2011). Finally, a person who performs an impure act may sometimes be judged as
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having a more deviant character (e.g., “He is sick and twisted”) than a person who
performs a harmful act (Chakroff et al., 2013; Uhlman & Zhu, 2014). This result may be
due to impure acts’ being judged as weirder or as more atypical than harmful acts
(Uhlmann & Zhu, 2014; but see Tannenbaum, Uhlmann, & Diermeier, 2011).
Statistically rare, weird, or unusual actions tend to afford inferences about the actor’s
core values and character more so than expected or typical behaviors, insofar as weird
actions are rich in “informational value” (see Ditto & Jemmott, 1989; Nelson, 2005). If
this analysis is correct, then we might expect harmful agents and impure agents to be
judged as having equally deviant character when experimentally or statistically
controlling for the weirdness of the harmful and impure acts.
Actions that are typically considered “harmful” and “impure” may also differ
along other dimensions relevant to moral judgment. Harmful actions typically feature a
dyadic relationship where one agent negatively impacts or victimizes another (Gray &
Wegner, 2009). Conversely, impure actions deviate from harmful acts not only by
containing core disgust elicitors (e.g., body secretions, corpses, feces, etc.; Royzman,
Leeman, & Sabini, 2008), but also by typically involving an agent defiling his or her own
self 11. Agents who harm or defile themselves are often judged as having more deviant
character than agents who act upon others (Chakroff et al., 2013), and may be seen as
more weird as well. Thus, moral violations may differ based on both the kind of action
performed (e.g., harmful versus defiling) and the target of the action (e.g., another versus

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
11
Even impure acts involving two agents, such as consensual homosexual intercourse
(considered impure by some), often do not fit a dyadic template whereby one person
victimizes another person. Such consensual impure acts lack any victim at all.
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oneself), and each dimension may contribute independently to the potential effects of
deviant character.
The Predicted Behavior of Harmful and Impure Agents.
The present research tests the hypothesis that there is an asymmetry in people’s
predictions about harmful versus impure agents: people expect harmful agents to be
harmful but not impure, but expect impure agents to be both impure and harmful. The
hypothesis is independently motivated by two accounts. The first, which we call the
global-deviance account, is embodied in Robertson’s suggestion that impure acts initiate
a slippery slope towards “all things. . . abhorrent.” According to this account, once
someone has committed an impure act, observers regard the impure individual as wholly
bad or corrupt – their soul or core self is defiled - and thus the person is presumed to be
capable of anything. To the extent that impure acts are seen as abnormal or deviant,
agents who perform impure acts may also be judged as unpredictable and thus possibly
dangerous (Read & Law, 1999). By contrast, harmful agents are not likely to engender
the same kind of global character attributions because harmful acts are generally more
common and easier to justify in terms of external causes or reactions to circumstances
(see earlier discussion). On this account, impure agents, but not harmful agents, should be
judged as likely to engage in all types of violations.
The second account, which we call the harm centrality account, builds on the idea
that when people make inferences about an offender – whether a harmful offender, or a
deviant, impure offender - they automatically apply a cognitive template that holds harm
(i.e., causing undeserved suffering in another) as its central feature (Gray & Schein,
2012; Gray, Schein, & Ward, 2014; Gray, Young, & Waytz, 2012; Greene, Nystrom,
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Engell, Darley, Cohen, 2004). According to this view, a prototypically immoral act
involves intentionally harming another person, while actions that involve norm violations
of another sort (e.g., defying standards of sexual decency) are seen as peripherally
immoral (Gray & Schein, 2012; Gray et al., 2014). At the same time, agents who engage
in atypical counter-normative acts may be viewed as highly "deviant," for example,
because they have violated a sacred norm about how the human body should be properly
used or treated (Russell & Piazza, 2014) or because they have engaged in some unusual,
disgusting act (Chakroff et al., 2013). On this account, people should predict that deviant
agents of this sort will act in consistent but also prototypically immoral ways in other
contexts. This is because once a person has been categorized as deviant, the cognitive
template imposes a top-down organizing influence on behavior predictions in such a
manner that brings harmfulness to the foreground (Gray & Schein, 2012). As a result,
harmful agents are expected to act in consistent ways (harmful) and in prototypically
immoral ways (harmful), but they are not expected to act in peripherally or atypically
immoral ways (e.g., engage in sexual deviance or disgusting acts), whereas impure agents
are expected to behave in consistent ways of the original act (impure) and in
prototypically immoral ways (harmful).
The unique predictions made by the two accounts are highlighted in Figure 10.
The global-deviance account predicts that impure agents will be seen as likely to engage
in all kinds of immoral action. In contrast, the harm centrality account suggests that
impure agents will be judged as likely to be harmful, but they will not be judged as
globally impure – that is, impure agents should be judged as more likely to be harmful
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than to engage in impure acts that are inconsistent with their previous behavior (e.g., a
sexually deviant person will not be expected to eat taboo meat).

Figure 10. Impact of an offending agent’s past actions on expected behavior (via arrows),
as predicted by the global deviance and harm centrality accounts.
Overview of Studies.
In the present set of studies, we examined participants’ predictions of the behavior
of agents who committed offenses in one of two domains: harm or impurity. We first
established empirical support for the behavior prediction asymmetry: an agent who
committed an intentional act of harm would be judged as likely to be harmful but not
impure; by contrast, an agent who committed an intentional act of impurity (i.e., sexually
deviant or disgusting act) would be judged as likely to be both impure as well as harmful.
To demonstrate the robustness of the effect, we tested two different subdomains of
impurity: sexually deviant acts (e.g., incest; Studies 1, 3b, and 5) and disgusting acts
(e.g., eating taboo meat; Studies 2, 3a, and 4). Study 3 tested whether impure agents
would be seen as globally deviant (harmful and impure in every respect), or instead as
likely to be harmful and impure, but only impure in the same respect as before (e.g.,
sexually deviant but not non-sexually disgusting). Study 4 tested whether the behavior
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prediction asymmetry depends on the target of the agent’s past action (e.g., oneself or
another) (cf. Chakroff et al., 2013), and statistically controlled for the weirdness and
wrongness of the past actions. Finally, Study 5 experimentally controlled for both the
perceived weirdness and wrongness of both the past offenses and the predicted behaviors.
In addition, we tested a number of ancillary hypotheses regarding the emotional
reactions elicited by harmful versus impure agents and inferences about the motives and
character of these agents. We hypothesized that, compared to a person who commits an
impure act, a person who commits a harmful act would evoke more anger than disgust
and be judged as more cruel, as having victimized others, and as having been motivated
by external causes or reactions to circumstances (e.g., previous provocation). We
hypothesized that, compared to a person who commits a harmful act, a person who
commits an impure act would evoke more disgust than anger and be judged as more
perverse, as having a corrupt body, and as having been motivated by internal causes, such
as sexual desire or pleasure. These analyses are discussed primarily in Supplemental
Materials.
Study 1. Harmful versus Sexually Deviant Agents
Method.
Participants. We recruited 73 adults located in the United States (33 female; Mage
= 31.13 years, SD = 9.30) via Amazon Mechanical Turk (www.mturk.com). The aim was
to recruit 35 participants per condition, 70 total, and data analysis did not commence until
this recruitment goal was attained.
Materials and procedures. In a 2 (predicted behavior: harmful vs. sexual) x 2
(agent type: harmful vs. sexual) mixed-measures design participants were randomly
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assigned to read about an agent who intentionally performed a harmful act (assault) or
sexual act (incest) (see Appendix A for scenarios). Scenarios did not contain information
about the agent’s motives, so participants could imagine the agent’s motives and the
circumstances surrounding the act. The two acts were selected from past research as
being comparably wrong (Piazza et al., 2013). Nevertheless, our new sample of
participants rated the wrongness of the behavior (1 = Not at all wrong; 7 = Very wrong).
Participants also responded to an excuses probe, which assessed whether the agent was
seen as having a good reason for his action (see Supplemental Materials).
To assess feelings of anger and disgust, we adopted the multi-method approach
recommended by several authors (see Piazza et al., 2013; Rozin, Lowery, et al., 1999;
Russell & Giner-Sorolla, 2011; Russell & Piazza, 2014). Participants rated how angry
and disgusted they were (1 = Not at all; 7 = Very much), using four terms to assess anger:
angry, mad, outraged, furious; and four terms to assess disgust: sickened, grossed out,
nauseous, queasy. We avoided using the word “disgust” but instead employed terms
pertaining to the underlying, physiological signature of disgust having to do with nausea
and oral inhibition (see also Nabi, 2002; Royzman et al., 2008). Additionally, participants
rated how strongly they felt the facial expression of anger and, separately, disgust, as
depicted within photographs of a male agent displaying prototypical expressions of the
emotion (1 = Not at all; 7 = Very much). The photographs were taken from Tracy,
Robins, and Schriber’s (2009) FACS-Verified Set of Basic and Self-Conscious Emotion
Expressions. The four anger terms and anger emotion face formed a reliable index (α =
.97) as did the four disgust terms and disgust emotion face (α = .93); thus, they were
aggregated to form separate anger and disgust indices, respectively.
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Participants rated their level of agreement (1 = Strongly agree; 9 = Strongly

agree) with eleven appraisals of the behavior and/or agent’s character (see Appendix A
for a list of the appraisal items). Most of these items were adapted from Russell and
Piazza (2014). We conducted an exploratory factor analysis, which confirmed a twofactor solution: one factor contained items about deviant character (e.g., “Frank has
deviant values”) and the other factor contained items about harmfulness (e.g., “Frank has
caused physical harm”) (see Appendix A for further details).
Finally, participants predicted the agent’s behavior - they rated the likelihood that
the agent would commit eight sexually deviant acts (α = .92) and eight harmful acts (α =
.94) (see Appendix B for measures and descriptive statistics by condition)12. Notably, the
reliability of the sexual items suggests that participants view multiple kinds of sexual acts
(e.g., sex with someone of the same gender, or a sibling, animal, or corpse) as similar.
Participants always answered the emotion questions first, followed by the excuse probes,
then the appraisals, and lastly the behavior predictions. At the end, participants completed
a standard demographic questionnaire, were debriefed and paid. No other measures were
collected. This general procedure was used across all of the studies.
Analysis Plan
For brevity, in each study we report the full analysis of the emotions, motives, and
excuses in Supplemental Materials. Appraisals and wrongness measures are reported in
Table 1. We report the full analysis of a 2 (agent type) x 2 (predicted behavior) mixedmeasures ANOVA, for likelihood judgments (our main dependent variable) in the text.
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
12
An exploratory factor analysis revealed a two-factor solution with the sexual deviance
items loading to one factor (eigenvalue = 8.56) independent from the harm items, which
loaded to a separate factor (eigenvalue = 3.14).
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Results
Emotions and appraisals. More anger than disgust was felt in response to the
harmful act, and more disgust than anger was felt in response to the sexual act (see
Supplemental Materials for details). We conducted one-way ANOVAs on appraisals of
condemnation, harmfulness and deviant character, with action domain as the independent
variable. Participants condemned the harmful act significantly more, and perceived it as
being more harmful than the sexual act; however, the impure agent and harmful agent
were judged as having similarly deviant character (see Table 5).

Figure 11. Study 1 predicted behavior means by agent type (harmful versus sexually
deviant). Error bars ± 1 S.E. Bard with different letter subscripts differed at p < .01.
Predicted behavior. The main effect of agent type was not significant, F(1, 71) =
0.67, p =.42, η2p = .009, but the main effect of predicted behavior was significant, F(1,
71) = 61.23, p < .001, η2p = .46.The interaction between agent type and predicted
behavior was significant, F(1, 71) = 98.32, p < .001, η2p = .581 (see Figure 11 for means,
standard errors, and simple effects). We rescored the predicted behavior measure in terms
of behavior performed in a different domain (e.g., harmful agent --> sexually deviant); a
one-way ANOVA on this measure revealed a behavior prediction asymmetry: the impure
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agent was more likely to be harmful than the harmful agent was to be sexually deviant,
F(1, 71) = 11.90, p = .001, η2p = .14.
In sum, although the harmful agent and impure agent were judged to have
equivalent levels of deviant character, participants judged the harmful agent as more
likely to be harmful than sexually deviant, but judged the impure agent as similarly likely
to be harmful and sexually deviant. Participants judged the impure agent as more likely to
be harmful than they judged the harmful agent as likely to be sexually deviant. Having
established this behavior prediction asymmetry using one subdomain of impurity (sexual
deviance), we sought to replicate our findings using another subdomain (non-sexual
disgust).
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Study 1
Wrongness
Harmfulness
Deviant Character
Study 2
Wrongness
Deviant Character
Study 3a
Wrongness
Bodily Corruption
Deviant Character
Cruel Character
Study 3b
Wrongness
Bodily Corruption
Deviant Character
Cruel Character
Study 4
Wrongness
Deviant character
Study 4
Wrongness
Deviant character
Study 5
Wrongness
Bodily Corruption
Deviant Character
Cruel Character
Victimization
Consent
Pleasure

F
4.78*
31.84***
0.04ns
F
105.82***
9.92**
F
14.30***
4.77*
0.83ns
37.49***
F
3.60†
9.02**
6.05*
14.15***
F
0.01
19.55***
F
145.46***
21.23***
F
0.04ns
19.77***
12.06***
6.73**
6.38**
14.26***
19.57***

η2p
.06
.31
< .001
η2p
.40
.06
η2p
.11
.04
.007
.24
η2p
.03
.07
.05
.10
η2p
< .001
.06
η2p
.32
.06
η2p
< .001
.17
.11
.06
.06
.13
.17

Harmful
6.40(.25)
6.84(.28)
6.04(.32)
Harmful
74.31(2.89)
46.48(2.58)
Harmful
6.55(.27)
4.05(.26)
4.75(.26)
6.56(.27)
Harmful
6.11(.28)
3.30(.28)
4.24(.30)
5.69(.29)
Harmful
43.19(2.23)
39.22(1.94)
Other-directed
61.72(2.22)
51.18(1.93)
Harmful
6.47(.33)
3.59(.30)
5.18(.34)
6.41(.35)
6.89(.32)
2.74(.32)
5.31(.24)

Impure (sexual)
5.63(.25)
4.57(.29)
6.12(.32)
Impure (disgusting)
32.17(2.91)
58.00(2.60)
Impure (disgusting)
5.05(.29)
3.21(.28)
4.40(.28)
4.15(.29)
Impure (sexual)
5.36(.29)
4.52(.29)
5.30(.31)
4.13(.29)
Impure (disgusting)
43.49(2.08)
53.13(2.15)
Self -directed
24.96(2.09)
38.98(1.82)
Impure (sexual)
6.38(.32)
5.43(.29)
6.82(.33)
5.15(.34)
5.75(.32)
4.41(.31)
6.82(.24)

Table 5. Appraisals for all studies: F-statistics, estimated effect sizes, means, and
standard errors. † p < .10, * p < .05,** p < .01, *** p < .001
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Study 2. Harmful versus Disgusting Agents
Sexual norm violations are one class of actions that may fall under a broader

domain of “impurity” or “body-norm violations” as articulated by a number of
researchers (Graham et al., 2009; Haidt, 2007; Horberg et al., 2009; Russell & GinerSorolla, 2013; Russell et al., 2013). Other non-sexual actions that potentially expose one
to pathogens – for example, having contact with or ingesting rotten meat, blood, feces, or
other disease vectors – may also fall within this domain (see Curtis & Biran, 2001; Rozin,
Haidt, & McCauley, 1999). To examine whether other kinds of impure actions, those not
involving sexual conduct, might also lead to predicted harmfulness, we contrasted actors
who performed acts of physical harm with actors who engaged in disgusting acts, such as
eating a dead dog or touching feces—actions that have been shown to elicit core disgust
(see e.g., Haidt, McCauley, & Rozin, 1994; Olatunji, Williams, Tolin et al., 2007).
Participants judged the likelihood that agents would act in harmful or disgusting ways.
Unlike Study 1, we included multiple exemplars of harmful and impure actions to
demonstrate the robustness and generalizability of the interaction of agent type and
predicted behaviors. Finally, we included a neutral action condition, in which an actor
engages in a morally neutral, non-deviant act, in order to rule out the possibility that all
actors (even non-deviant actors) are judged as more likely to engage in harmful actions
compared to impure actions.
Method.
Participants. We recruited 165 adults located in the United States (57 female; Mage
= 30.8 years, SD = 9.04) via Amazon Mechanical Turk. Four participants did not finish
the survey and were excluded from analysis.
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Materials and procedures. In a 2 (agent type: harmful vs. disgusting) x 2

(predicted behavior: harmful vs. disgusting) mixed-measures design, participants read a
sentence describing an agent committing either a harmful act (e.g., “John once cut
someone with a knife when he was upset”) or a disgusting act (e.g., “John once found a
dead dog and cooked it up for dinner”) - see Appendix C for full list of scenarios. In
separate blocks (presented in random order across participants), participants made three
judgments of moral wrongness (e.g., “Were these actions immoral?”; α = .92), and three
appraisals of the agent’s deviant character (e.g., “Is John “sick and twisted”?; α = .80),
adapted from Tannenbaum et al. (2011); see also Chakroff et al., (2013). Participants
rated the likelihood that the agent would engage in various behaviors, consisting of nine
harmful acts (α = .97) and nine disgusting acts (α = .97); see Appendix C for full list of
measures. All likelihood questions were presented on a single page, with order
randomized across participants. Judgments of likelihood, moral wrongness, and deviant
character were made on 100-point slider scales with anchors “Not at all” to “Absolutely.”
Participants then read a sentence describing an agent engaging in a morally neutral action
(e.g., Steven once cooked up a pot roast for dinner), and completed all above measures,
regarding the neutral agent.
Results.
Appraisals. Similar to Study 1, harmful acts were judged as more wrong than
disgusting acts, but, unlike Study 1, impure agents were judged to have a more deviant
character than harmful agents (see Table 5).
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Figure 12. Study 2 predicted behavior means by agent type (harmful versus disgusting).
Error bars ± 1 S.E. Bars with different letter subscripts differed at p < .05.
Predicted behavior. We found main effects of both agent type, F(1,159) = 6.60,
p = .01, η2p = .04, and predicted behavior, F(1,159) = 6.59, p = .01, η2p = .04. Consistent
with Study 1, we found an interaction between agent type and predicted behavior,
F(1,159) = 241.29, p < .001, η2p = .60 (see Figure 12 for means, standard errors, and
simple effects). As in Study 1, we found a behavior prediction asymmetry: the impure
agent was judged more likely to be harmful than the harmful agent was to be disgusting,
F(1, 159) = 11.30, p = .001, η2p = .07. Notably, agents who committed morally neutral
actions were judged no more likely to commit harmful than disgusting acts, F(1, 160) =
0.26, p = .61, η2p = .002 (harmful: M = 15.61, SE = 1.42; disgusting: M = 15.25, SE =
1.43), ruling out the possibility that people generally judge others as more likely to be
harmful than impure.
In sum, when comparing harmful acts to disgusting acts, a second subdomain of
impurity, we found that harmful agents were judged as more likely to be harmful than
disgusting. Although impure agents were judged as more likely to be disgusting than
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harmful, they were also judged as more likely to be harmful than harmful agents were
likely to be disgusting. Importantly, this behavior prediction asymmetry was not found
for morally neutral, non-deviant agents.

Study 3. Harmful versus Impure Agents (Sexually Deviant / Disgusting)
The main aim of Study 3 was to contrast the unique predictions arising from the
global-deviance versus harm centrality accounts with regards to impure agents acting
within additional subdomains of impurity. According to the global-deviance account,
impure agents should be judged as likely to engage in all forms of impurity and harm,
while the harm centrality account predicts that impure agents should be expected to
engage in harm and impurity, but only forms of impurity consistent with past behavior.
As a secondary aim, we sought to demonstrate that the interaction between agent type
and predicted behavior generalizes to other sets of harmful and impure acts beyond the
set of actions surveyed thus far. We sought to replicate the findings of Studies 1-2 using a
new set of disgusting acts (Study 3a), a new set of sexually deviant acts (Study 3b), and
two new sets of harmful acts (Studies 3a-3b). Finally, as an ancillary goal, we included
measures of bodily corruption and cruel character, in addition to deviant character. We
added measures of bodily corruption and cruel character to confirm recent findings that
impure acts may be seen as defiling one’s body more so than harmful acts, while harmful
acts may be indicative of a cruel character specifically rather than a deviant character
more broadly (see Russell & Piazza, 2014). We predicted that harmful agents would be
judged as crueler than impure agents, while impure agents would be judged as having
corrupted their bodies more so than harmful agents.
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Method.
Participants. We recruited 255 adults located in the United States (139 female;
Mage = 36.68 years, SD = 11.37) via Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Materials and procedures. Both Studies 3a and 3b were 2 (agent type: harmful
vs. impure, sexual or disgusting) x 3 (predicted behavior: harmful vs. sexual vs.
disgusting) mixed-measures design. For each sub-domain of impure acts there were two
scenarios, and there were four harmful scenarios; therefore, participants were randomly
assigned to one of the 8 action domain scenarios (see Appendix D for full list of
scenarios). To standardize the actor and target of each action, the scenarios were worded
so that they always involved two brothers, and participants were asked to imagine that
one of the brothers “willfully and intentionally” engaged in the act.
The first block of measures then contained the emotion items similar to Study 113;
both the anger (α = .96) and disgust (α = .92) scales were found to be reliable. Next
participants responded to a dichotomous excuse probe and motivation probe; see
Supplemental Materials for findings pertaining to these questions.
The next two blocks were the behavior prediction and appraisal/condemnation
blocks; the order of these two blocks was randomized. The predicted behaviors included
the same eight harms and eight sexual behaviors used in Study 1, and eight of the
disgusting behaviors used in Study 2. All three of the predicted behavior subscales were
found to be reliable (harmful α = .95; sexual α = .93; disgusting α = .94). In the
wrongness/appraisal block there were three moral wrongness items that formed a reliable
scale (α = .89). Two items assessed cruel character, r(255) = .83, p < .01, and two items
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
13"For the emotion face endorsement items we now used stimuli from Beaupré and Hess
(2005)."
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assessed deviant character, r(255) = .75, p < .01. Additionally, there were three bodily
corruption items that assessed perceptions that the transgressor’s body was corrupted by
engaging in the action (α = .92) - see Appendix D for a full list of measures.
Results for Study 3a: Harmful versus Disgusting Agents
Emotions and appraisals. Similar to Study 1 participants felt more anger than
disgust in response to harmful acts, and more disgust than anger in response to disgusting
acts (see Supplemental Materials for details). Participants judged the harmful acts as
more wrong than the disgusting acts, and the harmful agent was perceived as having a
crueler character than the impure agent; however, contrary to expectations, participants
thought the harmful acts were more likely to corrupt the body than the disgusting acts;
also, the effect of deviant character was not found to be significant (see Table 5).

Figure 13. Study 3a predicted behavior means by agent type (harmful versus disgusting).
Error bars ± 1 S.E. Bars with different letter subscripts differed at p < .05."
Predicted behavior. The main effect of predicted behavior was significant, F(2,
121) = 106.86, p < .001, η2p = .47, but there was no main effect of agent type, F(1, 122) =
0.36, p = .55, η2p = .003.As in Studies 1-2, the interaction between predicted behavior
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and agent type was significant, F(2, 121) = 23.58, p < .001, η2p = .16 (see Figure 13 for
means, standard errors, and simple effects). Also as in Studies 1-2, we found a behavior
prediction asymmetry: impure agents were judged more likely to be harmful than harmful
agents were judged to be disgusting, F(1, 122) = 18.75, p < .001, η2p = .13, or sexually
deviant, F(1, 122) = 17.42, p < .001, η2p = .13. Critically, the harmful and impure agents
were judged equally likely to perform sexual acts, at low levels, F(1, 122) = 0.01, p = .94,
η2p < .001, suggesting that non-sexually disgusting agents were not judged as globally
deviant (see General Discussion).
Results for Study 3b: Harmful versus Sexually Deviant Agents
Emotions and appraisals. Similar to Study 1 and 3a participants felt more anger
than disgust in response to harmful acts, and more disgust than anger in response to
sexual acts (see Supplemental Materials for details). Participants judged the harmful acts
as marginally more wrong than the sexual acts (significant in Studies 1, 2, & 3a) and the
harmful agent was perceived as having a crueler character than the impure agent (see
Table 5). Impure agents were judged as having a more corrupt body and deviant character
than harmful agents (see Table 5). Recall that harmful agents were judged as more
corrupted than disgusting agents in Study 3a, and there was no difference in deviant
character for Study 1 or Study 3a, suggesting a complex relationship between the subdomains of impurity and these appraisals.
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Figure 14. Study 3b predicted behavior means by agent type (harmful versus sexually
deviant). Error bars ± 1 S.E. Bars with different letter subscripts differed at p < .01."
Predicted behavior. The main effect of predicted behavior was significant, F(2,
128) = 80.17, p < .001, η2p = .38, but the effect of agent type was not significant, F(2,
128) = 0.003, p = .96, η2p < .001. As in Studies 1-3a, the predicted interaction of
predicted behavior and agent type was significant, F(2, 128) = 39.28, p < .001, η2p = .23
(see Figure 14 for means, standard errors, and simple effects). As in Studies 1-3a, we
found a behavior prediction asymmetry: impure agents were judged more likely to be
harmful than harmful agents were judged to be sexually deviant, F(1, 129) = 9.42, p =
.003, η2p = .07 or disgusting, F(1, 129) = 9.28, p = .003, η2p = .07. Disgusting acts were
equally likely to be performed at low levels by the harmful and impure agent, F(1, 129) =
0.67, p = .41, η2p = .01, which suggests that sexually impure agents were not seen as
globally deviant.
In sum, across Studies 3a and 3b, we replicated the behavior prediction
asymmetry observed in Studies 1-2. Both kinds of impure agents were judged more likely
to be harmful than harmful agents were judged to be impure in either subdomain.
However, consistent with the harm centrality account, and inconsistent with the global-
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deviance account, impure agents were judged no more likely than harmful agents to act in
a different subdomain of impurity. Put in terms of the stimuli: The man who kissed his
brother on the mouth is judged more likely to start fires than to eat worms. Thus, impure
agents are not seen as globally deviant, but instead likely to engage in consistent as well
as prototypically immoral ways.

Study 4. Agents who act on Themselves versus Others
When evaluating immoral and deviant acts, people are sensitive to both the
domain of action (e.g., harmful versus impure) and the target of the action (e.g., oneself
versus another). For example, when collapsing across action domains, Chakroff et al.
(2013) found self-directed acts to be judged as relatively more impure than harmful and
other-directed acts as relatively more harmful than impure. In particular, other-directed
impure acts may be seen as victimizing and harmful (Chakroff et al., 2013), and it is this
perception that could lead to the pattern of results seen in Studies 1 and 3, which featured
agents who acted in impure ways toward others. In other words, other-directed impure
acts are perceived as harmful and thus agents who perform them are judged as likely to
cause harm. Critically, Study 2 compared agents who harmed others with agents who
were deviant in defiling themselves and still obtained the behavior prediction asymmetry.
The primary aim of Study 4 was to examine whether behavior predictions depend on both
agent type and target, i.e., whether the initial act was self-directed or other-directed.
As a secondary aim, we sought to statistically control for differences in the
perceived wrongness and/or weirdness of the disgusting and harmful acts, as well as
participants’ confidence in making behavior predictions for previously harmful versus
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impure agents. Because weird or statistically unusual actions are difficult to explain by
appealing to external circumstances or mitigating factors (e.g., what external pressure
could compel people to have sex with their siblings?), such deviant actions often elicit
inferences about an agent’s internal desires and character more so than typical or nondeviant actions (see Ditto & Jemmott, 1989; Kelley, 1967; Reeder, 2009; Tannenbaum et
al., 2011; Uhlmann & Zhu, 2014). Furthermore, participants may be less confident in
predicting the behavior of agents who have acted in weird ways in the past, which could
lead to judgments of deviant agents as unpredictable and therefore potentially dangerous
and harmful (Read & Law, 1999). Insofar as the impure acts we have used so far may be
judged as weirder than the harmful acts, this difference may partially account for why
impure agents are anticipated to engage in both harmful and impure acts. Indeed,
according to the global-deviance account, controlling for the weirdness of the harmful
and impure actions (and hence the perceived deviance of the actor) should eliminate the
behavior prediction asymmetry.
Method.
Participants. We recruited 320 participants (35% female; Mage = 29.7) via Amazon
Mechanical Turk. Five participants did not finish the survey and were excluded from
analysis, leaving 315 participants in total.
Materials and procedures. In a 2 (agent type: harm vs. disgusting) x 2 (target:
self vs. other) between-subjects design, participants read a sentence describing an
individual committing an immoral act that was either harmful or disgusting, and was
either self-directed or other-directed (e.g., “John cut himself [someone] with a sharp
knife”), as in Chakroff et al. (2013) (see Appendix E for full set of stimuli). Participants
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made behavior predictions similar to Study 2: the likelihood that the agent would engage
in harmful acts (α = .96) and disgusting acts (α = .95); as well as judgments of the moral
wrongness (α = .94), and deviant character (α = .83). Participants also rated (two items
per measure) how disgusting the act was (e.g., “Is this behavior gross?”; α = .93), how
weird the act was (e.g., “Is this behavior abnormal or weird?”; α = .61), and their overall
confidence in their predictions (e.g., “Are you confident in predicting John’s behavior?”;
α = .87). The level of confidence participants had in their predictions was measured to
rule out uncertainty as an uninteresting variable supporting the asymmetry. Judgments
were all collected in separate blocks, presented in random order.
Results.
Emotions and appraisals. We conducted ANOVAs with action domain and
target as between-subjects factors, separately for judgments of wrongness, disgust, and
appraisals. Means for the wrongness measure and appraisals are presented in Table 5 (by
action domain and target). The other measures are presented in Supplemental Materials
(see Supplemental Table 4). Unsurprisingly, the disgusting acts were judged more
disgusting than harmful acts. Consistent with prior work (Chakroff et al., 2013),
participants judged other-directed actions as more disgusting than self-directed actions.
Participants judged other-directed acts as more wrong than self-directed acts, but did not
judge harmful acts as worse than disgusting acts. Participants judged agents who acted on
others as having more deviant character than agents who acted on themselves, and
judged impure agents to have more deviant character than harmful agents. Participants
judged disgusting acts as weirder than harmful acts, but judged self-directed and otherdirected acts as similarly weird. Participants were less confident in predicting the
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behavior of agents who acted on themselves than agents who acted on others, but were
similarly confident in predicting the behavior of harmful and impure agents.

Figure 15. Study 4 predicted behavior means by agent type (harmful versus disgusting)
and target (other-directed versus self-directed). Error bars ± 1 S.E. Bars with different
letter subscripts differed at p < .05.
Predicted behavior. A 2 (agent type) x 2 (target) x 2 (predicted behavior)
mixed-model ANOVA revealed main effects of agent type, F(1, 311) = 34.94, p < .001,
η2p = .10, target, F(1, 311) = 4.42, p = .04, η2p = .01, and predicted behavior, F(1, 311) =
11.09, p = .001, η2p = .03 (see Figure 15 for means, standard errors, and simple effects).
The two-way interaction between agent type and predicted behavior domain was
significant, F(1, 311) = 91.14, p < .001, η2p = .23, as in previous studies (but now
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collapsing across target). The interaction between target and predicted behavior domain
was also significant, F(1, 311) = 69.12, p < .001, η2p = .18, revealing that agents who
acted on others were judged as more likely to be harmful than disgusting, while agents
who acted on themselves were judged as more likely to be impure than harmful (see Fig.
14). The interaction between agent type and target was not significant, F(1, 311) = 0.24, p
= .63, η2p = .001, nor was the three-way interaction, F(1, 311) = 0.46, p = .50, η2p = .001.
As in previous studies, we found a behavior prediction asymmetry: the impure
agent was judged more likely to be harmful than the harmful agent was judged to be
disgusting. This was found when collapsing across target, F(1, 312) = 44.88, p < .001, η2p
= .13, an effect that held when statistically controlling for the wrongness and weirdness
of the acts, prediction confidence, as well as when controlling for all three variables
simultaneously, all ps < .001. Investigating the effect of agent type separately by target,
the prediction asymmetry was found for agents who acted on others, F(1, 146) = 68.63, p
< .001, η2p = .32, an effect that also remained when controlling for wrongness, weirdness,
and confidence, all ps < .001. However, the asymmetry was only marginal for agents who
acted on themselves, F(1, 165) = 3.56, p = .06, η2p = .02. The reduced asymmetry for
self-directed agents is likely partly due to expectations that self-harming agents are more
likely to be disgusting than agents who harmed others (see Fig. 14), consistent with the
idea that people see self-harm as impure or defiling (Chakroff et al., 2013). A cleaner test
of the asymmetry would be to compare the predicted harmful behavior of impure agents
who acted on themselves (not seen as harmful) to the predicted disgusting behavior of
agents who harmed others (not seen as disgusting). Critically, this comparison revealed a
significant behavior prediction asymmetry, F(1, 157) = 18.92, p < .001, η2p = .11, an
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effect that also held when controlling for wrongness, weirdness, and confidence, or when
controlling for all three measures at once, all ps < .001. Replicating Study 2, this
demonstrates that agents who defile themselves are expected to be harmful, even though
self-directed impure acts are not typically seen as harmful (Chakroff et al., 2013).
Study 5. Experimentally Ruling out Weirdness and Wrongness
In Study 4, the behavior prediction asymmetry emerged, even after statistically
controlling for judgments of the wrongness and weirdness of the harmful and impure
acts. A stronger test would involve equating the weirdness within the selection of harmful
and impure actions, for both the agents’ past actions and for the predicted behaviors.
Study 5 was conducted with the aim of experimentally controlling for the level of
weirdness and wrongness in both sets of actions. To this end, we conducted a prestudy to
obtain harmful and sexual acts that were matched on weirdness and wrongness (see
Supplemental Materials for prestudy methods). As discussed above, if the perceived
weirdness or moral wrongness (together called extremity below) of the act is what is
driving the asymmetry, then it should disappear once we have experimentally controlled
for extremity.
Additionally, we expanded our measures in order to determine whether perceived
victimization, consent, and pleasure/gratification differed by the sexual and harmful acts.
Previous research has indicated that consent and desire are crucial factors in the
condemnation of various sexual acts (Russell & Piazza, 2014). It may be that the harmful
acts are more likely to be construed as having a victim, lacking in mutual consent, and
much less driven by sexual gratification, compared to impure acts. Such a pattern of
responding would be consistent with the idea that harmful acts are seen as prototypical
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transgressions, involving both an agent and a victim who is hurt against their wishes,
more so than acts of impurity.
Method.
Participants. We recruited 101 participants located in the United States (38
female, Mage = 32.19, SD = 10.35) via Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Materials and procedures. We used a 2 (agent type: harmful vs. sexual) x 2
(predicted behavior domain: harm vs. sex) x 2 (predicted behavior extremeness: extreme
vs. mild) mixed-measures design. The latter two variables were within-subjects. We
selected from our prestudy three harmful acts and three sexual acts matched on weirdness
and wrongness for our manipulation. We also selected 16 items that could be matched on
weirdness and wrongness to use as predicted behaviors, at both extreme and mild levels
of weirdness/wrongness (see Appendix F for full list of scenarios and predicted
behaviors, along with weirdness and wrongness means).
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the 6 scenarios, as in previous
studies they were asked to imagine that the actor “willfully and intentionally” engaged in
the act. The first block of measures contained the emotion items, using the same emotion
measures as Studies 1 and 3, both the anger (α = .96) and disgust (α = .96) scales were
found to be reliable. The next block contained the two dichotomous probes about excuses
and motivation, using the same wording as Study 3 (see Supplemental Materials for
findings).
The next two blocks were the behavior prediction and appraisal blocks; the order
of the two blocks was randomized. We selected 16 behaviors that were matched on how
weird and wrong they were, across domains (for both extreme and mild acts). All
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prediction scales were found to be reliable: 4 extreme harm (α = .93), 4 mild harm (α =
.83), 4 extreme sex (α = .95), 4 mild sex (α = .84), see Appendix F for items. In the
appraisal block, three items assessed wrongness using the same items as Study 3 (α =
.87). As in Study 3, we used two items for cruel character, r(101) = .85, p < .01, two
items for deviant character, r(101) = .76, p < .01, and three items for bodily corruption
(α = .87). We added three items to assess perceptions of pleasure derived from the act (α
= .81), three items to assess perceived victimization (α = .91), and a measure of perceived
consent (see Appendix F for these measures).
Results.
Emotions and appraisals. As in Studies 1 and 3b, participants felt more anger
than disgust in response to harmful acts, and more disgust than anger in response to
sexual acts (see Supplemental Materials). There was no difference in wrongness by agent
type, confirming that the scenarios were properly matched on wrongness for this study
(see Table 5). There was a significant difference in bodily corruption, deviant character
and cruel character, revealing that the impure agent was judged more likely to have a
deviant character and corrupted body than the harmful agent; however, the harmful agent
was perceived to have a crueler character than the impure agent (see Table 1). Thus,
when controlling for both weirdness and wrongness across actions, harmful agents
evoked anger and were judged as having a cruel character, while impure agents evoked
disgust and were judged as having a deviant character. There was a significant effect of
action domain for victimization, consent, and pleasure as well, which indicated that
participants were more likely to think that there was a victim and consent was lacking for
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the harmful acts more so than for the sexual acts, and the impure agent was perceived to
derive more pleasure from the act than the harmful agent (see Table 5).

Figure 16. Study 5 predicted behavior means by agent type (harmful versus sexually
deviant), controlling for weirdness and wrongness of both agent type and predicted
behavior. Error bars ± 1 S.E. Bars with different letter subscripts differed at p < .05."
Predicted behavior. A 2 (agent type) x 2 (predicted behavior) mixed-model
ANOVA, collapsing across extremeness, revealed main effects of predicted behavior,
F(1, 99) = 13.52, p < .001, η2p = .12, but not agent type, F(1, 99) = 0.91, p = .34, η2p =
.009. As in the previous studies, the two-way interaction between predicted behavior
domain and agent type was significant, F(1, 99) = 26.36, p < .001, η2p = .21(see Figure 16
for means, standard errors, and simple effects). As in previous studies, we rescored the
behavior prediction measure in terms of behavior performed in a different domain (e.g.,
an harmful agent behaving impurely). A 2(agent type) x 2 (extremeness: mild vs.
extreme) mixed-model ANOVA revealed a main effect of agent type, F(1, 99) = 4.08, p =
.046, η2p = .04, indicating that the prediction asymmetry seen across all studies persisted
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even when experimentally controlling for the weirdness and wrongness of past and
predicted behaviors. A strong main effect of extremeness indicated that agents were seen
as more likely to act in mild versus extreme ways, F(1, 99) = 66.47, p < .001, η2p = .40.
Finally, an interaction suggested that the asymmetry was more robust for predictions of
extreme versus mild behaviors, F(1, 99) = 4.17, p = .044, η2p = .04.

General Discussion
Across five studies, we found a consistent domain asymmetry in the predictions
of immoral agents’ behavior: harmful agents were judged as likely to be harmful, but
much less likely to be impure, while impure agents were judged as likely to be both
impure and harmful. Critically, the behavior prediction asymmetry was not accounted for
by differences in the moral wrongness or weirdness of the harmful versus impure acts
(Studies 4 and 5), and the asymmetry was robust across two subdomains of impure
action: sexual deviance (Studies 1, 3b, and 5) and non-sexual disgusting acts (Studies 2,
3a, and 4).
The current results are more consistent with the predictions deriving from the
harm centrality account than those deriving from the global-deviance account. On the
global-deviance account, impure agents would be judged as likely to behave immorally in
all respects: to engage in harmful actions as well as both sexual and disgusting forms of
impurity. This hypothesis was not supported. Disgusting agents were judged as likely to
be disgusting and harmful, but they were not judged as likely to be sexually deviant
(Study 3a). Likewise, sexually deviant agents were judged as likely to be both sexually
deviant and harmful, but they were not judged as likely to be disgusting (Study 3b). Thus,
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participants did not judge impure agents as globally corrupted or as likely to engage in all
kinds of immoral or deviant behavior. Furthermore, we observed the behavior prediction
asymmetry even when the harmful agent was judged as having equally deviant character
as the impure agent (see Study 1 and 3a)—a finding that is difficult to reconcile with the
global-deviance account.
We note that the behavior prediction asymmetry emerged more strongly for
agents who acted on others versus themselves (Study 4). This result is consistent with
recent work showing that other-directed acts, both harmful and impure alike, are seen as
relatively more harmful in nature than self-directed acts (Chakroff et al., 2013). It could
be argued then that disgusting agents who direct their actions towards others are expected
to be harmful because they have already caused harm with their past actions (a
consistency inference). However, such as explanation falls short in explaining why we
observed a significant behavior prediction asymmetry in Studies 2 and 4: even agents
who defile themselves are expected to be harmful, more than agents who harm others are
expected to be disgusting. Furthermore, ratings collected in our prestudy for Study 5
revealed that sexually impure acts directed at others were judged as less physically
damaging and harmful (Mdamage = 4.29; Mharm = 5.28), compared to harmful acts directed
at others (Mdamage = 7.68; Mharm = 7.65); they were also perceived as less likely to involve
victimization and more likely to involve consent (as rated in Study 5). Despite these
differences in perceived harm, participants still judged both the impure and harmful
agents as equally likely to be harmful. In sum, the behavior prediction asymmetry is
unlikely due to the belief that impure acts are harmful, and applies both to impure
behaviors that are other-directed (Studies 1 and 3-5) and to impure behaviors that are
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self-directed (Studies 2 and 4). Furthermore, it is unlikely that participants in our studies
implicitly viewed the impure acts as involving harm (cf. Gray et al., 2014). If participants
perceived the impure acts to be harmful, even at an implicit level, then they should have
also judged harmful agents as likely to engage in harmful and impure acts at equally high
levels, particularly when all acts were matched for weirdness and wrongness as in Study
5. In other words, this account would predict an equivalence in behavior predictions cross
harmful and impure domains, rather than the observed asymmetry.
Regarding our ancillary hypotheses, consistent with prior research (e.g., Russell &
Giner-Sorolla, 2011a-c; Russell & Piazza, 2014), we found that sexually impure acts
were judged as primarily disgusting, while harmful acts were judged as primarily
aggravating (Studies 1, 3b, and 5; see Supplemental Materials for details). Harmful
agents were judged as having a cruel character and as having victimized others more so
than impure agents (Studies 3 and 5), but impure agents were not consistently judged as
having a more deviant character or corrupted body than harmful agents (see Table 1).
Finally, sexually impure agents were judged as being motivated by pleasure more so than
harmful agents (Study 5), consistent with the notion that impure acts are largely
perceived to be caused by internal forces (see Russell & Piazza, 2014).
Our findings highlight the complexity of person-centered judgments. It is not the
case that impure actions necessarily convey greater information about an actor’s
character than do harmful actions. This is especially clear in assessments of different
aspects of character as opposed to assessing character in a more general manner (e.g.,
“poor character”; cf. Tannenbaum et al., 2011; Ulhmann & Zhu, 2014). In fact, the most
robust finding was that harmful agents were judged as having more cruel character than
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impure agents (see Table 1). When examining judgments of deviant character across
action domains, we observed more mixed results. Future investigations of character
judgments would therefore benefit from probing specific kinds of attributes (e.g., cruelty
vs. perversion), rather than assessing character in a general or singular manner.
Furthermore, our findings suggest that the informational value of an act, deriving from its
extremeness or unusualness, is not the only factor contributing to person-centered
evaluations. In Study 1 where the impure act was clearly an unusual event (incest), in
comparison to a less unusual harmful act (violence), the impure act engendered more
internal attributions than the harmful act (see Supplemental Materials), even though the
impure and harmful agents were judged as having an equally deviant character (see also
Study 3a; cf. Ulhmann & Zhu, 2014). Complicating the picture further, in Study 5, when
we controlled for the perceived weirdness of the harmful and impure acts (and hence the
informational value of the act), participants judged the impure agents as more deviant
than the harmful agents. Thus, our results call for additional investigations into the
factors promoting person-centered judgments.
It should be noted that our conclusions may apply only to harmful acts that are
perceived as transgressive, since justifiable acts of harm (e.g., harming someone out of
self-defense or as a means to a greater good) are unlikely to generate the same inferences
pertaining to behavior predictions (see Sousa & Piazza, 2014). Future work should
examine whether agents who harmed others, or who engaged in impure acts, with good
reason, are equally likely to be judged as harmful as those who acting without good
reason. The present work is also limited in its focus on only a few kinds of deviant or
transgressive actions. Thus, we can make no claim about the generalizability of the
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behavior prediction asymmetry to judgments beyond impure and harmful acts.
Nevertheless, we note that similar results may be obtained for judgments of agents who
commit other kinds of deviant acts, such as acts of disrespect or disloyalty towards one’s
group (e.g., washing a toilet with the national flag) which, like impure acts, are not
overtly harmful yet are considered by many to be unacceptable (Graham et al., 2009;
Gray & Schein, 2012; Wright & Baril, 2011).
We suggest that behavior predictions represent a novel approach to measuring
people’s implicit categorizations of other agents or actions. Participants who explicitly
judge impure acts to be morally permissible (relative to harmful acts) may still judge
impure agents as likely to act in harmful or prototypically immoral ways – indeed,
sometimes just as likely to be harmful as previously harmful agents. This suggests that, at
an implicit level, impure agents were seen as acting within the immoral domain, or are
now “on the radar” at the very least. Future work could utilize the same behavior
prediction paradigm to measure people’s implicit categorizations of other agents or
actions in other domains as well. For example, someone may explicitly claim that names
like “Pat” are gender-ambiguous, but will nonetheless judge that, all else being equal, Pat
is more likely to engage in stereotypical male versus female behavior, revealing an
implicit categorization of Pat as male.
Within the moral domain, the present work has revealed a robust asymmetry in
the predictions of other agents’ behavior: harmful agents are judged as likely to be
harmful, while impure agents are judged as likely to be both impure and harmful. This
asymmetry is a tragic quirk of our minds, one that may underlie the defensive and
punitive measures taken against individuals whose behaviors are harmless but are
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nonetheless perceived to defy normative standards of propriety. Our findings highlight
the need for increased circumspection in reducing the tendency to misapply the slipperyslope argument, for example, when individuals have adopted harmless but, to the minds
of some, “deviant” lifestyles.
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Dissertation General Discussion
The papers in this dissertation have utilized a variety of actions that fall within the

moral domain: from the inhumane (e.g., “murder”) to profane (e.g., “having sex before
marriage”) and insane (e.g., “gluing pennies to a cat”). Despite this variation, the
structure organizing this multitude of violations seems to be quite simple. Insight into this
structure may be gleaned by reviewing the primary findings from this dissertation,
summarized in Table 6.

Paper 1

Paper 2
Paper 3

Principal Component
Judged as primarily
Judged as wrong by
fMRI correlations

PC1
Improper
Right-wing Authoritarians
High

PC2
Immoral
Non-psychopaths
Low

Hypothesized moral kind
Judged as primarily
Causal attribution
Agent predicted to be

Impure
Abnormal
Person
Impure & Harmful

Harmful
Immoral
Situation
Harmful

Table 6. Summary of findings from the dissertation.

Paper 1 revealed a simple structure among violations based on moral judgments.
Two rough clusters emerged, each containing violations that were highly correlated
across participants based. Subsequent principal component analyses confirmed this
structure, with two components explaining a large amount of variance in moral
judgments. Violations with high coefficients on PC1 were judged as more improper than
immoral, and were seen as wrong by social conservatives specifically. Violations with
high coefficients in PC2 were judged as very immoral, and were seen as wrong by
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participants who were low in psychopathy. In a final fMRI study, we searched for the
representational structure of moral violations that was most reliably encoded across
individual brains. This analysis identified a representational profile of violations that was
significantly correlated with the profile of violations captured in the above principal
components analysis on moral judgments. Importantly, these results were obtained when
statistically controlling for participant moral judgments and RTs during initial model
estimation, suggesting that the representational profile does not simply track with
variance in immorality or task relevance. Notably, this brain-based representational
profile was best described by a single principal component – put roughly, the “improper”
violations were associated with similar patterns of activity in the cortex (and had high
coefficients in the single brain-based principal component), while the “immoral”
violations were associated with less-correlated patterns of activity.
In subsequent Papers, we investigated differences in judgments based on the
distinction between “harmful” and “impure” acts, which we see as related to the two
types of violations defined above. Paper 2 revealed that impure acts are seen as primarily
caused by the person rather than the situation, in contrast to harmful acts. This attribution
asymmetry was explained via the perceived abnormality of impure versus harmful acts.
We highlighted two senses in which “abnormality” can be interpreted with respect to
causal attributions: An act can be statistically rare (e.g., Driver, 2008), and/or can violate
prescriptive norms (Alicke, 1992; Knobe & Fraser, 2008). We found that this latter sense
of abnormality best explained the attribution asymmetry. Importantly, this sense of
abnormality was not entirely collinear with moral wrongness. Although harmful acts
clearly violate prescriptive norms, it seems that such acts are better described as “wrong”
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rather than normatively deviant. In contrast, impure acts may be judged as primarily
normatively deviant, despite being judged as relatively morally permissible. This
dissociation is reminiscent of the “improper” versus “immoral” distinction explicated in
Paper 1 above.
Finally, Paper 3 investigated the inferences people make about other agents, based
on knowledge of the kind of violation the agent has performed. People expect others to
act relatively consistently – for example, agents who were harmful in one way (e.g., cut
someone with a knife) are likely to be harmful in other ways as well (e.g., cheat on an
exam). Agents who were impure (e.g., eating dog) were expected to be impure in other
ways (e.g., pour urine on himself), and were also expected to be harmful. Critically,
impure agents were not judged as likely to be impure in every manner – highlighting an
apparent distinction between sexual deviance (e.g., having sex with a corpse) and gross
behavior (e.g., eating dog). This pattern of results also suggests that impure agents are not
seen as globally corrupted, or likely to do anything at all. The action prediction
asymmetry was also not explained by differences in wrongness or abnormality – it was
not the case that people simply expected agents who committed weird violations to also
commit less-weird violations (see Paper 3, Study 5). The results are seen as supporting a
structure of the moral domain that is built around a “core” of acts that negatively impact
others (Gray, Schein, & Ward, 2014; Greene et al., 2004). Perhaps people expect agents
who violate any norms of behavior to act in ways that are in some sense “prototypical”
violations.
In what sense are some violations more prototypical than others? In the first study
of the first paper in this dissertation, participants generated a list of moral violations.
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While we previously focused on the uniqueness and variety of violations, it is worth
highlighting some of the most frequently mentioned single-word responses: lying,
cheating, stealing, theft, murder, killing, rape. These are “top of mind” moral violations,
and roughly correspond with the restricted moral domain of Turiel (1983) and Smetana
(1993), the “individualizing” cluster of Haidt, Graham and colleagues (e.g., Graham et
al., 2011), and the second PC discovered in Paper 2, Study 2. These violations all seem to
fit a dyadic template where a moral agent negatively impacts a moral patient (Gray et al.,
2014; Greene et al., 2004). Our results suggest that these violations are robust to
individual differences and are widely considered immoral, by all except individuals who
score high in psychopathy (Paper 1, Study 3; see also Aharoni, Antonenko, & Kiehl,
2011; Glenn et al., 2009).
While the proposed structure of the moral domain is generally supported by each
of the Papers, we note an apparent discrepancy in the fine-grained structures found in
Papers 1 and 3 specifically. In Paper 1, the PCA on moral judgments across individuals
supported a two-type structure, distinguishing “improper” from “immoral” violations.
The PCA performed on fMRI data using the same violations revealed a single component
that explained variation in patterns of activity across the cortex: “improper” violations
were associated with similar patterns of activity, while “immoral” violations were less
strongly correlated. This could be interpreted as support for neural representations of
“improper” violations as being more similar to one another, and “immoral” violations as
being a more heterogeneous category (e.g., Haxby, Connolly, & Guntupalli, 2014; Mur et
al., 2013). For example, “spitting on the street” and ‘wearing skimpy clothing” are seen
as similar violations, but “cheating on a test” and “assaulting someone’ are seen as more
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distinct. Finally, in Paper 3, we find support for a structure where “immoral” violations
are treated as similar, but different types of “impure” acts are treated as distinct. An agent
who in harmful in one manner is seen as likely to be harmful in another manner.
However, impure agents are not seen as likely to be impure in all respects, suggesting
that “impure” (which may be a subset of “improper”) violations are more heterogeneous
than “harmful” violations. Taken together, these results reveal that different apparent
“representational structures” of moral violations may be obtained, depending on the
measure used (e.g., cross-participant moral judgments, fMRI patterns of activity, agent
action predictions). Different tasks may make some features of violations more or less
salient, which can influence the overall similarity structure discovered. However, we do
note that, across all studies included here, we find support for a general dimension that
stretches from “improper” to “immoral,” even if violations near the extremes of this
dimension are not consistently organized into internally cohesive clusters.
Why this structure?
The present work has focused on a descriptive account of the moral domain, while
generally leaving aside the question of why the results took on this particular structure. In
moral foundations theory, the “individualizing” and “binding” clusters of moral issues
were so named because of their supposed function: harmful or unfair acts impact
individuals, and condemning them served to protect individuals’ rights and safety. In
contrast, acts of disloyalty or impurity undermine norms that bind people together into
cooperative groups. We see these labels as misnomers – one could just as easily argue
that harmful and unfair acts erode the bedrock upon which cooperative societies are built,
that group living is not possible without moral concerns regarding how people treat one
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another (e.g., Greene, 2014). Conversely, one could argue that acts which are impure, or
those which signal outgroup membership, are condemned by individuals in order to
protect themselves from outside threat (e.g., Young & Tsoi, 2013). Perhaps neither label
is better than the other. This ambiguity might result from an assumption that individual
and group interests are necessarily at odds. While this happens to be the case in special
situations, such as one-shot or anonymous public goods games, it may not be
representative of most moral situations. Group living benefits individuals via repeated
cooperative interaction – morality is arguably the process of aligning group and
individual interests in the context of non zero-sum interactions (Frank, 1988; Gintis,
2005; Greene, 2013).
Here is a hypothesis to explain the structure of the moral domain identified in the
present work. There are two distinct cognitive capacities that allow for coordination and
cooperation between individuals. The first capacity allows for rapid learning of norms of
behavior; the second capacity allows one to step outside the present and reflect on the
outcomes of behavior on others (via empathy and/or perspective taking) (for related
models, see Crockett, 2013; Cushman, 2013). Note that this hypothesis does not require
these capacities to be domain-specific and evolved for morality, or modular in any sense.
The norm-acquisition capacity allows people to assign positive or negative values
to certain actions. The inputs to this mechanism could be unconditioned stimuli such as
punishment in response to one’s own act, as well as explicit knowledge of rules of
behavior, and implicit knowledge of how conspecifics are acting. This capacity may be
blind to the ultimate outcomes of actions, and the reasons for the value assignment. The
norm-acquisition capacity is adaptive in allowing for the rapid spread of cultural norms,
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many of which are likely arbitrary, but some of which may foster cooperation across
individuals. Action-based norms may be especially useful when fitness-reducing
outcomes are distal or probabilistically determined. For example, food taboos may
emerge when the consumption of a certain product results in sickness down the line.
Without something like Germ Theory, it may be difficult to understand why eating
uncooked meat can lead to sickness. Nevertheless, if associations between uncooked
meat and bad outcomes were somehow established, a simple heuristic to follow would be
to categorically label uncooked meat as bad. Once norms within a group are established,
they can then serve as signals to group membership and/or willingness to cooperate and
“play by the rules”. Violating a norm of behavior, even if it is apparently harmless, will
still be seen as wrong, and the violator may be seen as a threat. Individuals may vary in
the extent to which they assign value to actions, and the extent to which they are
motivated to enforce action-based norms. This may relate to a risk-management motive
(e.g., Jost, Glaser, Kruglanski, & Sulloway, 2003). If life has proceeded smoothly while
following norms of action, however arbitrary they may seem, why risk deviation from the
status quo?
In contrast, the capacity to perceive or infer the downstream outcomes of an
action may support coordination and cooperation through a distinct cognitive route. This
capacity allows for individuals to empathize with others, which upon reflection can
support the regulation of one’s own and others’ behavior in order to maximize outcomes
for all interacting parties. This capacity essentially underlies the “Golden Rule.” Inverting
this rule supplies a primary justification for condemning classically “immoral” violations:
how would you like to be on the receiving end of this violation? People do not want to be
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deceived, cheated, harmed or killed. Thus, this capacity supports individuals taking
others’ interests directly into mind. It is worth noting that the action-based normacquisition capacity and the outcome-based perspective-taking capacity both support the
condemnation of certain acts, such as shooting an innocent person with a gun.
Consequently, we expect wide agreement across individuals that certain acts are morally
wrong: acts that negatively impact others’ welfare. These are the acts that load highly
onto PC2 in our behavioral analysis. Disagreements may arise when individuals rely on
these capacities to different degrees, and when the capacities support different social
responses to particular actions. We expect, and find, the most disagreement between
individuals regarding acts that do not seem to directly impact others, and yet are judged
as deviant by one’s persistent cultural norms. These latter acts load highly onto PC1 in
our behavioral analysis. In sum, the bipartite structure of the moral domain may be
reduced to distinct cognitive capacities, norm-acquisition and perspective-taking, both of
which can be used to foster coordination and cooperation between individuals for mutual
benefit.
Limitations and Future Directions.
The present work claims that “the moral domain” includes the set of actions
judged to be moral violations by someone, somewhere. This description is limited in at
least three ways. First, although we focus primarily on actions, people will readily judge
agents, mental states (e.g., beliefs), values, and even objects as immoral. For example,
people might judge the belief that “some races are intrinsically inferior to others” to be
immoral, even if no action is implied. Objects such as “blood diamonds” or products
made with slave labor are also seen as morally wrong, though such judgments are
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arguably tied to the immoral actions associated with the objects. Future work should
expand the focus, from evaluation of actions specifically to a broader range of concepts.
A second limitation is that the present work focuses only on the dark side of morality,
ignoring evaluations of core moral behaviors such as cooperation, generosity, and acts
that follow prescriptive norms more generally (Janoff-Bulman & Carnes, 2013). The
biggest concern raised by this limitation is that the structure of the moral domain seen in
the current work will not be reflected in evaluations of positive acts. However, like other
theorists (Graham et al., 2013; Janoff-Bulman & Carnes, 2013), we see little reason to
predict that a fundamentally different organization of moral issues will manifest in the
negative and positive domains. Nevertheless, further work is needed to empirically
support this hypothesis.
A third limitation of the current method lies in the assumption that “violations” lie
at the ideal level of analysis for understanding the moral domain. The moral domain
seems to be more than a salad bowl full of prohibited acts (or even prescribed acts).
Instead, the moral domain might be better described in terms of rules and regulations
regarding our own and others’ behavior (for similar discussion, see Rai & Fiske, 2011).
Although at first blush one might be tempted to agree with the statement “killing others is
wrong,” a moment’s reflection reveals that few people actually support such a categorical
claim, without a number of caveats at least. Instead, it seems more accurate to claim that
the act of killing others is morally important, and such an action ought to be strongly
regulated: sometimes killing is immoral (e.g., murdering an innocent child), sometimes
unfortunate but forgivable (e.g., death in a car accident), sometimes permissible (e.g.,
slaughtering a chicken), and sometimes obligatory (e.g., defending one’s country from
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invasion). There seem to be rules regarding how to kill, when, and why – rather than a
blanket prohibition against killing (or “harm” more generally). The regulatory nature of
moral judgment is even more apparent with regards to taboos of food, body adornment,
and sex. For example, the Jewish dietary laws of Kashrut include hardline prohibitions
regarding some foods (e.g., shellfish), but are more accurately described as regulations
regarding how certain foods ought to be prepared and eaten. Meat and dairy products
may be eaten in isolation, but not together. Although all regulation could be compiled
into a list of prohibited acts or violations, future work investigating the general structure
of the moral domain might benefit by expanding beyond violations specifically.
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